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2021 Global Strategy Outlook

Keep Faith in the Recovery 
    A'V-shaped' recovery, greater clarity on vaccines and continued policy support point to 
early-cycle dynamics and a supportive outlook for risk assets. Keep the faith, trust the 
recovery, and overweight equities and credit against government bonds and cash.
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2021 Global Strategy  Outlook

Keep Faith in the Recovery
It's a recovery – keep the faith: Rising COVID-19 cases are a risk, but keep the faith. We think 
this global recovery is sustainable, synchronous and supported by policy, following much of 
the 'normal' post-recession playbook. Overweight equities and credit against cash and govern-
ment bonds, and sell USD. Be patient in commodities; we think that index-level returns will 
be back-loaded.

Global equities – strong growth, strong returns: Across regions, we see +25-30% EPS 
growth and double-digit total returns through end-2021. We are O/W cyclicals and U/W 
defensives across regions, and expect US small-caps to outperform large-caps. We think that 
EM/APxJ equities will lag DM slightly, but upgrade India to O/W. We see the S&P 500 at 3,900 
by end-2021.

G10 rates – reflation versus liquidity: Duration will see a struggle between strong global 
growth and ample liquidity. We think the former ultimately wins out, raising yields above for-
wards and steepening curves. We like US 5s30 steepeners, long ACGB 10y versus NZGB 10y 
and long CAGB 10y versus  UST 10y. We see UST 10yr at 1.45% by end-2021.

G10 FX – global recovery = USD weakness: Better global growth and the availability of a 
COVID-19 vaccine cause the DXY to weaken ~4% by end-2021 and that weakness to be front-
loaded. NOK, SEK, NZD, AUD and EUR should outperform.

EM fixed income – modest upside: Recent gains have reduced upside in EM credit and local 
rates, and we'd be neutral. EMFX still offers value; top currencies include INR, IDR, RUB, ZAR 
and BRL. 

Corporate credit – early-cycle crossroads:  Across all regions, we favor HY over IG and posi-
tion for compression themes across the ratings buckets, and favor leveraged loans over HY 
bonds. We forecast above-average excess returns across major cash indices.

Securitized credit – don't  change the channel: With the Fed on hold until late 2023 and a 
continued V-shaped recovery, investors should follow the portfolio balance channel.  We rec-
ommend investors go down in quality and up in risk across the securitized space; we expect 
higher-yielding, lower-rated sectors to outperform less risky assets. We like long CMBX.11 
BBB- outright. 

Commodities – macro versus fundamentals: Stronger growth, higher inflation and a 
weaker dollar are offset by bottom-up fundamentals that remain soft in most markets. 
Supply/demand dynamics are supportive in copper and natural gas, and more negative in oil 
and iron ore. 2021 may be a turning point for gold, and we revise our  price forecast lower.

 

For individual investors, our market outlook should be seen in the con-

text of a long investment horizon that is underpinned by a compre-

hensive financial plan. Your clients' financial plan should reflect the 

goals they are looking to achieve over time and a disciplined approach 

to asset allocation, saving and withdrawals.

https://ny.matrix.ms.com/eqr/research/ui/#/collection/28995316-59f8-4822-8a6e-0dac5ebec162/content
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– +
Equities

Credit

Government Bonds

Cash

2020 was defined by abnormality. A global pandemic. A 31%Q drop 
in 2Q20 US real GDP. US$7.3 trillion of  G4 central bank balance sheet 
expansion year-to-date. Oil prices trading at -US$37. Some of the 
fastest declines, and rallies, for markets on record.

We think that 2021, in contrast, will be defined by a return to more 
normal conditions. This feels odd to write, as the global pandemic 
rages and many lives remain disrupted. But we think that it will be 
true. The year ahead should see economic growth recover, control of 
the virus improve and uncertainty decline. Challenges remain, 'new 
normals' will materialize at the 'micro' level and we doubt that the 
recovery will be a smooth, one-way street. But we think that things 
will be better. Trust the recovery, keep the faith.

Similarities to 2010 

2010 followed a terrible recession and an aggressive policy response. 
It dawned with a still-weak economy, the Fed at the zero lower bound 
and a significant outperformance of ‘liquid’ indices such as CDX IG and 
the S&P 500 relative to equity volatility or securitized credit. It saw 
a major growth scare and a 15%+ correction in global equities. But 
2010 was ultimately a solid, above-average year for returns.

Exhibit 3:
Markets today versus 2010 – risk premiums and implied vol elevated 
then and now

Today Jan '10 Jan '11 '10 Change

Global Equity ERP 5.8% 5.8% 3.6% -2.2%

CDX IG (bp) 53 85 83 -2

CLO AAA (bp) 134 225 205 -20

Equity Vol (VIX, bp) 25 22 18 -4

Rate Vol (MOVE, bp) 40 108 106 -2

US 10Y Yield 0.8% 3.8% 3.3% -0.5%

US 2s10s (bp) 67 270 274 4

US Unemployment 6.9% 9.9% 9.3% -0.6%

Source:  Bloomberg, Morgan Stanley Research; *Global Equity ERP is a market cap-weighted average of 
our US, Europe, Japan and EM long-term expected risk premium forecasts. CLO AAA is a new issue 
series. 

The lesson from 2010, which we think also applies to 2021, is that the 
cycle usually wins out. We are strong believers that markets care 
more about 'rate of change' than level and, following a recession, 
these cyclical tailwinds are powerful. We forecast 6.4%Y global real 
GDP growth next year, 25-30% earnings growth across major mar-
kets and significant declines in corporate leverage. Yes, this is partly 
because these are coming off 'weak' levels, but we think that the 
effect will be powerful all the same.

Key investment ideas 
• 2020 witnessed once-in-a-century swings in the economy, policy and markets. 
2021 will bring more normality. Trust the recovery, and the post-recession 
playbook.

• O/W global equities and credit, funded by an U/W in government bonds and 
cash. Commodities lag other risk assets, as mixed fundamentals drive 
dispersion. USD to weaken, volatility to fall.

Andrew Sheets
Andrew.Sheets@morganstanley.com
+44 20 7677-2905 
Morgan Stanley & Co. International plc+

Cross-Asset Strategy Team 

https://researchportal.ms.com/research/#/collection/3efaa138-04c0-4864-a886-ed6370973e33/content?isTheme=false
https://researchportal.ms.com/research/#/collection/3efaa138-04c0-4864-a886-ed6370973e33/content?isTheme=false
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Exhibit 4:
It gets better: Forecast change in global GDP, US GDP, earnings and US 
leverage
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Source: Morgan Stanley Research forecasts; Note: We show real GDP and headline inflation here. 

Our cycle model paints a similar picture. Data that are below-average 
but improving tend to support equities and credit doing somewhat 
better than their valuations would imply. Our economists' call for 
higher inflation gives a similar answer; inflation that is below trend, 
but rising, tends to support a compression of risk premium. 

Exhibit 5:
Equities and credit do the best when data are below-average and 
improving ('repair' phase)

Downturn Repair* Recovery Expansion

EQUITIES
S&P 500 -2% 3% 3% 2%

MSCI Europe Local -9% 3% 5% 5%

TOPIX -7% 3% 7% 0%

MSCI EM -7% 9% -9% 1%

GOV'T BONDS
UST 2Y 2% -2% -4% 0%

UST 10Y 0% 0% -2% -2%

Bunds 10Y -1% 1% 1% -2%

UST vs Bunds 10y 2% -1% -4% 0%

CREDIT
US IG XS -2% 3% 1% 0%

US HY XS -8% 10% 4% -1%

FX
DXY 0% -3% 3% 1%

EURUSD -4% 2% -4% -2%

GBPUSD 2% -5% -4% 0%

JPYUSD 2% 8% -4% -4%

Median Fwd 12M Rtns vs LT Avg

Source: Bloomberg, Morgan Stanley Research; Note: Based on our US cycle indicator. Data from 1985 
where available. *Repair phase returns are based on forward returns in 'repair' phase, post-trough. 

Post-recession, early-cycle environments also frequently benefit 
from favorable ‘technicals’. And again, we think that this applies 
today. Uncertainty over public health and the political environment 
has helped to keep money 'on the sidelines'. Ongoing QE by global 
central banks continues to restrict net supply. The recent jump in 
sentiment is a little concerning, but ultimately we think that the 
other 'techncials' win out.

Exhibit 6:
Technicals remain largely favorable
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In short, we think that 2021 will see above-average risk-adjusted 
returns in equities and credit, and support a modestly above-av-
erage weighting (i.e., a modest overweight) to both. We think that it 
will generally favor reflationary, early-cycle strategies, and both our 
allocations and our top trade ideas attempt to reflect this.

We think that the risks for the year ahead are also similar to 2010: 
whether or not the recovery is sustainable, and whether markets are 
already priced for a better tomorrow. Let’s address those next.

Debate #1: What about valuations?

Like 2010, we enter 2021 after a large post-recession rally. While this 
has compressed valuations, we think that these remain reasonable. 
Exhibit 7  compares estimated risk premium relative to historical 
volatility for a number of risk assets. Most are still at or above the 
realized risk premium of the S&P 500 since 1929.

Exhibit 7:
Risk-adjusted valuations are reasonable 
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Source: Bloomberg, Morgan Stanley Research; Note: For equities we show our long-term expected risk 
premium forecasts, and for credit we show loss-adjusted spread. 10Y vol is realized vol of monthly 
returns. The dotted line shows the annualized return for S&P 500 versus UST 10Y since 1929 relative to 
realized vol of monthly returns over the same period.

https://ny.matrix.ms.com/eqr/article/webapp/157c682a-78db-11ea-a1a3-f1cd71f725a7?t=1587704533%3A627%3A31122%3Avmias1106666&m=1&ch=autob#e=c2VyZW5hLnRhbmdAbW9yZ2Fuc3RhbmxleS5jb20=
https://ny.matrix.ms.com/eqr/article/webapp/157c682a-78db-11ea-a1a3-f1cd71f725a7?t=1587704533%3A627%3A31122%3Avmias1106666&m=1&ch=autob#e=c2VyZW5hLnRhbmdAbW9yZ2Fuc3RhbmxleS5jb20=
https://ny.matrix.ms.com/eqr/article/webapp/7c5d4c2c-aff3-11ea-bc2e-f5d1273c9d8e?t=1601643060%3A676%3A26818%3Avmias1106667&m=1&ch=autob#e=c2VyZW5hLnRhbmdAbW9yZ2Fuc3RhbmxleS5jb20=
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Also like 2010, valuations are uneven. Stocks in Europe and Japan have 
trodden water for five years, while US small-caps and EM equities have 
trodden water for three. EMFX, NOK, CLOs, CMBS and equity vola-
tility are just a few examples of assets where valuation looks cheap.

These distinctions matter. In 2010, liquid CDS indices ended the year 
unchanged while less-liquid credit tightened. US small-caps almost 
doubled the return of the S&P 500. Starting valuation is key.

Interest rates, in contrast, are in a very different place compared to the 
last cycle. While today’s fed funds rate is the same as January 1, 2010, 
today’s US 10-year yield is almost 300bp lower. US 6m10yr swaption 
volatility is ~80bp lower. That’s night and day. While buying govern-
ment bonds and selling rate volatility were fantastic post-recession 
trades in the last cycle, we think that this cycle will be different (in part) 
because the starting valuation is very different.

Exhibit 8:
Owning 'cyclicality' is cheap now
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Source: Bloomberg, Morgan Stanley Research; Note: Commodity FX here is the average 15-year percentile 
of AUD, CAD and NOK versus USD.

Debate #2: The virus and a 'K-shaped' recovery

A second concern with echoes of 2010 is whether the recovery is sus-
tainable. Following the GFC, worries centered on high levels of con-
sumer and corporate debt, weakness in the labor market and whether 
the financial crisis had shifted behavior permanently. Today, worries 
center on a highly unequal recovery, high levels of government debt, 
weakness in the labor market and whether the pandemic has shifted 
behavior permanently.

Similar to 2010, we think that our economic forecasts see these chal-
lenges as serious, but surmountable. Fiscal and monetary stimulus 
have been larger than what followed the GFC, and so far the recovery 
has been faster. A successful vaccine will be important, but Morgan 
Stanley’s biotechnology team is optimistic, especially with recent 
announcements. Rising COVID-19 cases suggest some slowing in 
4Q20 and 1Q21, and could drive tactical weakness.  But through the 

end of next year, our key economic call is that the global recovery will 
be sustainable. Use near-term weakness to raise strategic exposures.

Allocations and key trades

Our strategic allocations are based on the combination of cycle-ad-
justed risk premiums and Morgan Stanley strategists' 12-month fore-
casts. Both suggest above-average risk-adjusted returns for equities 
and credit over the next 12 months. Conversely, we see yields rising and 
underperforming the forwards, and expect US duration to underper-
form first. We recommend that investors hold modest overweights in 
global equities  and credit, and modest underweights in cash and gov-
ernment bonds ( Exhibit 47 ). In currencies, we see modest USD weak-
ness. We think that commodity prices rise, but our forecasts see this 
strength as back-loaded, and with high dispersion given an uneven 
supply/demand dynamic. For now, we prefer to allocate exposure 
towards equities and credit.

Equities: Improving earnings growth should offset modest de-rating 
across markets, a usual ‘handoff’ for equities following a recession. We 
prefer DM over EM and our sector and style preferences remain 
skewed to ‘early-cycle’,  cyclical exposure. We like US small-caps over 
large-caps, India, and Australia over Taiwan. 

Government bonds: Given how much dovishness is ‘in the price’, we 
think that US and EU yields can rise modestly and underperform the 
forwards as the economy improves. Long US 5s30s steepeners and 
sell UST 30y versus Bunds and ACGBs 30y.

FX: Early-cycle recovery and hope for a vaccine should see USD 
weaken modestly by ~3% in 2021. EMFX and commodity currencies  
will likely see the biggest uplift. Long  cyclical G10 FX (SEK, NZD. NOK) 
versus USD.

Credit: We think that we remain in a supportive, early-cycle environ-
ment for credit, and expect high yield outperformance as the economy 
heals. Sell protection in CDX HY versus CDX IG. We are also bullish on 
Asia credit.

Commodities: A benign macro backdrop of recovery and a weaker 
dollar is offset by bearish micro fundamentals like high inventories and 
oversupply, leading to a mixed picture for commodities overall. The 
one market where bottom-up demand-supply dynamics are aligned 
with the cycle is copper; long copper versus gold, sell Brent 3M calls.

Volatility: The gap between equity/credit and FX/rate volatility 
remains extreme, and we think that this can narrow as global eco-
nomic conditions normalize. 

https://ny.matrix.ms.com/eqr/article/webapp/f3df6daa-2282-11eb-9e56-3bbfae59feed?rt=mp&l=1605019443462&ch=rpint&sch=sr&sr=1
https://ny.matrix.ms.com/eqr/article/webapp/f3df6daa-2282-11eb-9e56-3bbfae59feed?rt=mp&l=1605019443462&ch=rpint&sch=sr&sr=1
https://ny.matrix.ms.com/eqr/article/webapp/76bc0d0a-1559-11eb-a473-5e946820b046
https://ny.matrix.ms.com/eqr/article/webapp/76bc0d0a-1559-11eb-a473-5e946820b046
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Exhibit 9:
Our framework likes equities and credit

US 8.2% 12.0% 10.1% 0.5 +1%

Europe 11.9% 13.3% 13.0% 0.7 +2%

Japan 9.1% 10.5% 9.9% 0.5 +1%

EM 14.0% 7.9% 10.9% 0.6 +0%

Treasuries 1.2% -2.7% -0.9% -0.2 -3%

Bunds 0.7% -3.1% -0.5% -0.1 -1%

JGBs 0.0% 0.5% 0.4% 0.2 +0%

EM Local* - - - - -0.6% -0.7% -0.1 +0%

US IG 3.9% 2.5% 3.2% 0.7

US HY 9.1% 5.9% 7.5% 1.1

EUR IG 2.5% 1.2% 1.9% 0.9

EUR HY 9.7% 4.8% 7.3% 1.2

EM $ 6.8% 4.8% 5.8% 0.8 +0%

 Securitised^ - - - - 1.1% 1.1% 0.7 +1%

 Commodities - - - - 0.6% 0.5% 0.0 +0%
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Source: Morgan Stanley Research forecasts; Note: *EM Local is FX-hedged. ^Securitized is an average of Agency MBS, CLO AAA and CMBS AAA. 'Cycle-Adj Returns' shows cycle-adjusted long-term expected returns when 
US cycle is in post-trough 'repair' phase. All returns for credit are excess returns. 12m cash rate is for the respective region. 12m bottom-up numbers are annualized returns of December 2021 target levels.

The bull case – a vaccine and a large fiscal kicker

Our ‘bull case’ is a realistic (~20% likely) scenario that would drive 
even stronger growth and inflation. The catalysts would be three-
fold: i) Multiple versions of a COVID-19 vaccine prove successful, 
accelerating roll-out; ii) The US executes larger, more proactive fiscal 
easing, as either Democrats gain control of the Senate in Georgia’s 
special elections, or compromise is found on issues like infrastruc-
ture; and iii) The winter wave of COVID-19 isn’t as severe as our base 
case expects.

We think that such a scenario would simply accelerate trends 
towards the market pricing in a more 'normal' recovery scenario.

The bear case – an air pocket, then austerity

The bear case is dominated by an immediate risk, and a lingering one.

Immediately, it is the risk that the winter wave of COVID-19 is worse 
than expected. As of this writing, cases in the US and Europe are 
making new highs, and rising rapidly. A transition to a new US presi-
dent could delay fiscal action in the face of such deterioration. And 
data over the next several months stall even in our base case. 

Meanwhile, sentiment has become much more bullish, with the AAII 
survey moving to its highest level of 'net bulls' since January 2018. 
The result could be a near-term 'air pocket' for markets.

Longer term, we worry about a return to austerity. Following the 
GFC, policy-makers placed too much emphasis on arbitrary debt/
GDP targets, leading to a decline in public sector demand as private 
sector demand remained weak. This delayed the recovery and sup-
ported deflation. Our base case assumes that the same mistake isn’t 
repeated. One can never be sure.

Exhibit 10:
Sentiment has become  more bullish
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Top trades across asset classes
Exhibit 13:
Top trades across asset classes

Level (L) /

Trade Target (T) Risks

1 Equities
Long Russell 2000 vs. 

S&P 500

Target upside:  

6.7%

We continue to believe that this cycle is more ‘normal’ than it seems, preferring to own exposure 

in early-cycle outperformers, one of which is owning small-caps over large-caps. Small-caps 

typically lead coming out of a recession. An expectation for more fiscal stimulus measures 

would likely be more supportive for small businesses.

Alpha
A deeper disruption from C

fiscal disappointment.

2 Equities Long US Financials
Target upside:   

18.4%

Our US equity strategists view financials as a high-quality cyclical sector that should offer 

relative upside as an early-cycle outperformer. Coming out of a recession, we think it pays to 

buy stocks with lowest expectations. Financials is one of them. Relative forward earnings growth 

for financials is likely bottoming.

Beta
A deeper disruption from C

regulatory risks.

3 Equities
Long European 

Equities

Target upside:   

12.5%

A reflationary backdrop and the support from the recovery fund should continue to provide 

support for European assets. Europe also has most leverage to good news on the vaccine front 

as it has underperformed from the COVID-19 lockdown impact.

Beta

Relatively more policy supp

attracts flows into the US, a

from Europe. 

4 Equities
Long MSCI India vs. 

MSCI EM

Target upside:   

13.7%

Our economists see a strong recovery for India amid favorable global/domestic financial 

conditions, with India positioned to pick up manufacturing FDI amid global value chain 

diversification, while structural reforms delivered through 2020 (including tax, land and labor 

reforms) leave our strategists more optimistic on corporate earnings/capex. 

Alpha COVID-19 disruption delay

5 Equities
Long Australia vs. 

Taiwan Equities

Target upside:   

5.2%

Australia has underperformed Taiwan by 39% over the last 12 months (more than 2 standard 

deviations from the 20-year average) and its relative P/B is at 20-year lows. We are more 

cautious on Taiwan owing to its rich valuation, high NASDAQ correlation and elevated US-

China tension risks. 

Hedge
A broader correction and in

volatility in global markets.

6 Vol
Buy S&P 500 3m Put 

Spread Collars

Cost: 0%.    

Max Upside:5%

S&P 500 is at the high end of the range laid out by our US equity strategists. We see put spread 

collars being more attractive as tactical hedges, taking advantage of the steep skew and high 

volatility. 

Hedge

Equities rally to new highs 

second wave. Volatility fails

ease in a rally.

7 Vol

Sell VIX Feb-21 

Futures vs. Buy 

Protection on on CDX 

IG [1:20]

UXG1: 25.7 

CDX IG: 53bp

We expect realized volatility to resume the grind lower, typical of this stage in ‘early-cycle’ 
environments. S&P 500 realized vol should drop below 15% in the coming months going by past 

bear troughs. Following the rally post-election last week, and the vaccine headlines earlier this 

week, CDX IG is back to post-COVID-19 tights, leaving limited upside. 

Alpha
CDX IG fails to widen much

liquidity overhang.

8 Rates
Long US 5s30s 

Steepeners

L: 129bp

T: 170bp       

A combination of a continued V-shaped economic recovery aided by vaccines, modest fiscal 

support and a dovish Fed allows Treasury yields to move higher in 2021, led by the back end.
Alpha

A deeper disruption from C

fear of a Fed response kee

contained and curves in ch

9 Rates

Buy DBR 30y and 

ACGB 30y vs sell 

UST 30y

Target upside:       

8%

Subdued euro area core inflation for the majority of 2021, in combination with the negative net 

supply dynamic, should moderate yield rises in Europe relative to the US. A combination of RBA 

purchases (in 2021) and foreign inflows should keep long-end ACGBs outperforming USTs. 

Hedge

A deeper disruption from C

fear of a Fed response kee

contained and curves in ch

10 FX

Long Cyclical G10 FX 

(SEK, NZD, NOK) vs. 

USD

Target upside:   

9.4%

Global growth picking up due to monetary accommodation and availability of a COVID-19 

vaccine supports USD weakness. Commodity currencies should see the most benefit due to the 

global recovery, their historical sensitivity to risk assets and higher probability of seeing their 

local central banks turning hawkish. 

Beta
Prolonged COVID-19 wave

global growth.

11 FX Long CNH/JPY
L: 15.9

T: 16.5

China will continue to see strong exports thanks to the demand for medical and electronic 

products during the pandemic. A combination of a trade surplus, reduced services deficit and 

strong portfolio inflows is in favor of CNY.

Alpha
The PBOC could push bac

currency appreciation.

12 FX

Long EMFX (IDR, 

INR, BRL, MXN, ZAR) 

vs. CHF, JPY

Target upside:   

5.8%

A global growth rebound should also favor EMFX, our preferred way to take EM exposures in 

fixed income. EMFX valuations are still reasonable amid a backdrop of strong global liquidity 

and a hunt for yield. 

Beta
Prolonged COVID-19 wave

global growth.

13 Credit

US Credit 

Compression (Long 

CDX HY vs. CDX IG)

    HY/IG Ratio    

L: 6.3

T: 6.0

Barring a few COVID-19-sensitive tail names, many IG credit spreads have reverted to pre-

COVID-19 levels. Our systematic factor model – CAST (Cross-Asset Systematic Trading 

strategy) – has the highest relative preference for US HY over IG since 2013 (out-of-sample 

period). 

Hedge
A deeper disruption from C

resulting in more severe de

14 Credit Long CMBX BBB-.11 
Target upside:   

14%

We expect headline property prices to only fall 10-15% as dry powder cushions prices, 

compared to -30% during the GFC. CMBX.BBB-.11 has lagged the beta rally of the last month, 

and has higher-quality underwriting and limited near-term maturity risk. 

Beta
A more severe COVID-19 

deeper price falls than we e

15 Commodity Long Copper vs. Gold
Target upside:   

14.2%

Copper benefits from both strong fundamentals and a reflation-driven trade. Our metals 

strategists see copper ticking all the boxes for a bull market in 2021 – a persistent market 
deficit, low global inventory and a strong bid from investors – thanks to both the reflation trade 
and copper’s use in green energy. 

Beta
China-imported inventory a

supply recovery keep copp

16 Commodity
Sell Brent 3m 25Delta 

Calls
L: 3.1%

Oil is an exception to our view that early-cycle, reflationary strategies will generally outperform. 

We prefer to express this view via the options market. Brent volatility remains above average. 

Selling 3m 50$ strike calls (~25delta) earns about 3% yield (annualized ~12%).

Hedge
Demand recovery is even s

we expect, pushing oil bey

Asset Class TypeRationale

Source: Morgan Stanley Research; Note: These are our current trades. All previous trades from cross-asset strategy are considered closed.    For trades #1, #2 and #4 we use the 75th percentile (i.e., above av
historical rolling 12m returns for the trade. Otherwise, levels are based on Morgan Stanley Research forecasts.   
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Exhibit 15:
We expect a strong recovery in EPS across all regions next year
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Source: Morgan Stanley Research forecasts 

Strong growth outlook not priced in: Although rising COVID-19 
cases and recent geopolitical uncertainty can be unsettling for inves-
tors, they also have the benefit of muting investor sentiment and 
ensuring that the strong  growth outlook that we envisage is not 
priced in to equity markets, in our opinion. For example, Exhibit 16  
shows a close link over time between the year-on-year change in  the 
global PMI and  MSCI World, but the latter is currently lagging by an 
unusual amount – note the contrast with this time last year, when 
equities were running ahead of the PMI. This analysis becomes even 
more compelling when we measure the PMI against the relative 12-
month return of stocks versus bonds ( Exhibit 17 ); for the latter to 
catch up to the former would require c.35% outperformance. 
Alternatively, we can flip this logic around and say that asset markets 
are pricing in a sub-50 global PMI  instead of the current 53.3. 

Exhibit 16:
Unusual lag between the YoY change in MSCI World and that of global 
PMI...
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Exhibit 17:
…and the gap is even wider if we compare PMI trends to the relative 
return of stocks versus bonds
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Sustained policy support into the recovery... The unique cause of 
the 2020 recession has meant that policy-makers have been given 
unprecedented latitude to respond without meaningful pushback, 
whether that is record peacetime fiscal deficits or large-scale quantita-
tive easing (G3 central banks have expanded their balance sheets by 
c.US$7 trillion year-to-date). While this has proved critical in sup-
porting asset markets through this year, what may also prove unique 
is its persistence into the recovery, with our economists expecting fur-
ther fiscal and monetary stimulus during 2021.  In their recent report, 
our bond strategists highlighted that DM central banks look set to add 
liquidity worth 0.76% of annual nominal GDP, on average, every month 
in 2021.  

…suggests that P/E ratios may hold up even as EPS recovers: This 
desire from policy-makers to maintain substantial policy support into 
the recovery should allow early-cycle elevated equity valuations to 
remain higher for longer as the proverbial punchbowl is left in place 
even as growth recovers. Hence, although  equity valuations look 
somewhat elevated in absolute terms, we expect these multiples to 
moderate only modestly over the next 12 months, given that: i) Central 
banks will not be tightening policy into the earnings recovery (as usu-
ally happens as per Exhibit 18 ); and ii) Equity valuations continue to 
look attractive versus bonds ( Exhibit 19 ), and this should arguably 
provide even greater support to stocks at the beginning of a new cycle, 
when confidence about the subsequent EPS outlook is highest. 

https://ny.matrix.ms.com/eqr/article/webapp/7fbcd8fa-1ead-11eb-93f4-da3319e3f1b4?ch=rpint&sch=sr&sr=1
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Exhibit 18:
In previous cycles, monetary policy tends to tighten post an EPS trough 
– unlikely to happen in 2021
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Exhibit 19:
MSCI ACWI's N12M earnings yield gap is exactly in line with its 10-year 
median
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Risks skewed to the upside: We believe that  risks around our base 
case lean in a positive direction, with Exhibit 14  illustrating that the 
implied upside under our bull case assumptions is materially bigger 
than the downside in our bear case for the US and Europe. We believe 
that the most likely bear case narratives for equities revolve around 
either a COVID-19-related disruption having a longer-lasting impact 
on economies than currently expected or, in contrast, a more signifi-
cant rise in bond yields that could drive  a more significant valuation 
de-rating and style rotation.  Upside risks could come from greater-
than-expected operating leverage (pushing EPS growth even higher) 
or a further rise in equity valuations, perhaps prompted by an asset 
allocation shift into equities (as investors gain confidence in our ear-
ly-cycle thesis), or an upturn in M&A given an encouraging backdrop 
of rising earnings, reasonable valuations and cheap and abundant 
liquidity.

Regional preferences: We prefer DM over EM. Within the former we 
see limited scope for regional alpha,  with our top-down forecasts 
suggesting comparable upside across all three main regions, albeit 
with different drivers. For example: i) Strong ongoing price and earn-
ings momentum should continue to support the US; and ii)  Europe 
and Japan should benefit from our global reflation call, given their 
greater Value characteristics. Within Asia/EM we expect China out-
performance versus EM ex China to moderate (we continue to prefer 
A-shares) and upgrade India to overweight.

Recommendations: As befits the start of a new cycle, we have a gen-
eral preference for cyclicality across all regions, but especially in the 
US and Europe, where we are also overweight financials. The pros-
pect of higher bond yields and strong earnings growth suggests that 
greater valuation discipline is needed than previously, so we are cau-
tious on expensive defensive/growth stocks. We are overweight 
healthcare in most regions outside Europe, where relative valuations 
make it an underweight.

Exhibit 20:
Morgan Stanley base case EPS and index price targets for 2021
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Exhibit 21:
Sector and style recommendations by region  

Sector & Style 

Preferences
S&P 500 MSCI Europe TOPIX MSCI EM

OW: Financials, Industrials, 

Materials, Healthcare

OW: Financials, Materials, 

Consumer Services, Utilities

OW: Comm. & W/Sale Trade, 

Pharma, Steel & Non-ferrous

OW: Discretionary, Materials, 

Healthcare, Internet

UW: Staples, Utilities
UW: Staples, Healthcare, Energy, 

Software

UW: Transport/Logistics, Energy, 

Electric Power & Gas

UW: Energy, Financials, 

Communic. Services

Style Preferences

1) OW Re-opening  / Cyclicals . 

2)  OW GARP

3) UW Expensive Defensives and 

Expensive Growth

1) OW Cyclical Value as befits an 

early cycle set-up

2) UW Expensive Quality

3) OW Financials.

1) Blue Paper Innovation Leaders

2) Self-Help Beneficiaries

3) Quality and Cyclicals

1) APxJ-EM Best Business 

Models v8

2) Quality and GARP

3) Cyclicals, FCF and Revisions

Sector Preferences

Source: Morgan Stanley Research

US

Show me the money: We see upside into 2021 on the back of robust 
earnings, not valuations. With nominal US GDP growth of ~7%Y and 
global GDP growth of ~9%Y, we expect the top line to rebound with 
powerful flow-through to earnings, given corporates' focus on costs. 
This recovery is no different from others and we’ll pass peak earnings 
before peak sales as margins lead the way. Evidence for the rebound 
has been mounting, with most parts of the market outside of a few 
areas more directly impacted by COVID-19 already seeing a return to 
year-on-year operating profit growth as cost cuts have offset top-line 
declines. Our base case for additional fiscal stimulus even in a divided 
government scenario supports the consumer balance sheet and a 
path to reopening from the end of 1Q. As such, we think that earnings 
growth will be explosive and surprise to the upside. Higher back-end 
rates will be a headwind to valuation, but we expect a partial offset 
from falling equity risk premium. On net, we see upside as earnings 
growth exceeds multiple compression.

Higher conviction in the longer term: Normally, uncertainty rises 
with time, but today we have higher conviction in our 6-12-month 
view than our 3-month view. Near term, we think that the market will 
still need to work through COVID-19’s second wave, doubts around 
fiscal stimulus and the US Senate race. Ultimately, we expect fiscal 
support to come through and see the size of support as correlated 
with the impact of the virus. In other words, we see a fiscal put around 
COVID-19’s economic fallout and take 2020’s lesson that concerted 
fiscal and monetary policy can be an effective support for the 
economy. In the near term, with markets fully valued and a seasonal 
gap in data points to confirm better earnings, we see the market as 
range-bound with risks skewed lower. We advise using pullbacks to 
add risk, particularly to assets with cyclicality. 

Sector/style preferences: In line with our recession playbook, we 
retain our preference for small-caps over large-caps and cyclicals 
over defensives. High-quality and certain secular growth stocks 

remain richly valued and are likely to re-rate relatively lower as 
interest rates rise at the back end. We continue to recommend a bar-
bell of reasonably priced growth stocks with cyclicals that will 
flourish in the recovery. At the sector level, we are overweight finan-
cials, industrials, materials and healthcare. We are underweight sta-
ples and utilities. 

Europe 

Strong growth rebound: 2020 looks set to go down as the worst 
year for European relative performance since the 1980s, reflecting 
the region's materially weaker economic and profit growth out-turn 
as per Exhibit 15 . However, poor performance this year should set 
Europe up for a strong 'bounce-back' next year and into 2022 as well 
– we forecast EPS growth of 30% in 2021 and 20% in 2022.

Catalysts to keep valuations at the top end of the historical 
range: Given that COVID-19 has had a more significant impact on the 
European economy than elsewhere the region, it  should be a relative 
beneficiary of positive vaccine news, while a further increase in the 
ECB's QE program should drive a further meaningful decline in Italian 
bond spreads. The EU recovery fund should also be formally signed 
off in due course, with proceeds starting to be distributed in 2H21 and 
supporting materially above-trend GDP growth in 2022 and 2023. 
Europe's relative valuation characteristics also mean that it is less 
vulnerable to a de-rating driven by higher global yields.

Cyclical Value > expensive Quality: Within Europe, we prefer cycli-
cals over defensives and selected Value sectors over expensive 
Quality stocks; reopening beneficiaries look attractive to us as a 
source of cheap cyclicality with an impending catalyst. We are over-
weight financials, materials and consumer services; we are under-
weight consumer staples, healthcare, energy and software. ESG 
should also remain an important theme and we remain overweight 
utilities in that regard. 

https://ny.matrix.ms.com/eqr/article/webapp/bea2e140-6562-11ea-93a9-524f3cf4eb0c?ch=rpint&sch=ar
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Asia/EM & Japan

'Reversion to the mean' thinking is particularly dangerous in an 
era of profound and accelerating structural challenge including tech-
nological disruption, COVID-19/healthcare, climate change/ESG and 
the investment implications of a shift to a Multipolar World.  

While we are making some important changes today – for 
example downgrading IT hardware  to E/W and upgrading India to O/
W – we are leaving several key core preferences unchanged. Most 
notably, we still expect Japan and China (specifically A-shares) to con-
tinue to outperform versus Asia/EM over the cycle, with energy and 
banks lagging. We think that Quality in the form of our Best Business 
Models approach will also continue to outperform other styles over 
the cycle.

Our 2021 outlook top trades are: 1) Continue to prefer China and 
Japan to EM ex China; 2) Upgrade India to O/W given structural 
reforms and a strong expected growth recovery; 3) Stay O/W 
Australia, Korea and Brazil versus U/W Taiwan; downgrade Singapore 
to E/W but move O/W Hong Kong; 4) Transition to late-cycle plays 
versus early-cycle plays in China and continue to prefer A-shares 
versus offshore China; 5) Stay O/W internet/software, discretionary, 
materials and industrials and remain U/W energy and financials; 6) 
Downgrade tech hardware and semiconductors to E/W, upgrade 
healthcare to O/W; 7) Maintain a balanced Growth/Value position 
but favor cyclicals over defensives; 8) We launch our APxJ-EM Best 
Business Models v8 list and generally favor Quality as a through-the-
cycle style preference; 9) In Japan, we reiterate our focus on 
Productivity and Innovation Leaders v2 launched in September. 

Exhibit 22:
Performance of MSCI China versus EM ex China and  5 selected larger 
EMs* –  we stay O/W China but expect a smaller extent of outperfor-
mance in 2021

Source: RIMES, MSCI, Morgan Stanley Research; Data as of October 28, 2020. *5 selected EMs refer to 
Brazil, Indonesia, Russia, South Africa and Mexico, on an equal-weighted basis. EM ex China is compiled 
on a market cap-weighted basis.

https://researchportal.ms.com/research/#/collection/5bc482e7-8cee-4b4e-b775-23db769285d8/content?isTheme=false
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Exhibit 23:
Central bank impact on supply
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Source: National Treasuries, national central banks, Morgan Stanley Research estimates

Exhibit 24:
Issuance, net of redemptions and central bank purchases
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In the euro area, we see Bund yields rising gradually above current 
market levels with a modest steepening bias to the DBR 2s10s and 
5s30s curves in 2021 and into 2022. We look for Bunds to continue 
to outperform Treasuries cross-market, particularly in the longer-
maturity parts of the curve. 

Supply is likely to re-ramp in 1H21 across the euro area as sovereigns 
again look to front-load their issuance into the first half of the year. 
Additionally, the EU will continue to issue for SURE and eventually 
the NGEU, resulting in a greater amount of higher-rated paper hitting 
the market that could compete with core euro area issuance. 

However, the rise in gross supply in core markets in 1H21 after the lull 
in 4Q20 will be more than offset by a significant amount of 
Eurosystem purchases from both PEPP and APP. This, in turn, will 
lead to a continuation of the pronounced negative net supply 
dynamic post-redemptions/Eurosystem purchases/EU funds in 
coupon ex bill issuance that has persisted since 2H20.

We look for the ECB/NCBs to have approximately €800 billion of net 
purchasing power heading into next year before accounting for the 
€500 billion PEPP top-up our economists foresee in December 2020. 

Our forecasts assume widespread distribution of a global vaccine by 
2Q21, that the ECB will taper or end net purchase activity in PEPP by 
the end of 2021, that TLTRO sweetened terms will expire by the end 
of the year and that the ECB strategy review will memorialize sym-
metry or some form of AIT that will keep the market from pricing any 
type of major increase in front-end yields. 

Subdued euro area core inflation for the majority of 2021, in combina-
tion with the negative net supply dynamic, will likely mean that any 
rise in Bund yields will have less to do with the euro area specifically 
and more to do with the prospect of US Treasury yields rising. 
However, a faster-than-expected distribution of a global vaccine 
could lead markets to question whether, first, the ECB continues 
with PEPP purchases for the entirety of the year and, second, 
whether core euro area countries pull back on fiscal expansion faster 
than expected.

For euro area sovereign spreads, we see two major storylines 
playing out in 2021 and into 2022. First, a gradual tightening of all 
spreads including the periphery and semi-core throughout the year, 
given the negative net supply dynamic from Eurosystem purchases/
EU disbursements; and second, a continued reach for yield that leads 
to a flattening of both 5s30s and 10s30s curves in the semi-core and 
periphery. 

We forecast the 10y BTP/10y Bund spread to tighten below 100bp by 
the middle of 2021 and look for Italian yields to continue to tighten 
relative to Spanish yields. We think that longer-maturity BTPs will 
provide investors with the strongest total return in the euro area in 
2021.

Front-loaded issuance from the periphery in the first two quarters of 
the year will not be as large as it would otherwise need to be, given 
the disbursement of SURE funds in 1H21 and eventually NGEU grant 
monies in 2H21 and into 2022. 

A global vaccine by 2Q21 could also accelerate the tightening and 
flattening dynamic to the extent it is seen as revitalizing tourism sec-
tors in France, Portugal, Spain, Greece and Italy, leading to stronger 
tax revenue, faster budget and debt/GDP improvement and less issu-
ance needs in the back half of the year.
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However, the better growth backdrop post the vaccine and view that 
the worst of the pandemic hit to growth is over may result in the ECB 
tapering/ending net purchases in PEPP and allowing the TLTRO III 
sweetened terms to expire by the end of 2021 (in line with our econo-
mists' view). At the margin, this slows sovereign spread tightening in 
2022, but the impact from fewer Eurosystem net purchases is offset 
to some extent by larger NGEU grant disbursements, continued 
PEPP/APP reinvestments and lower overall net issuance needs in 
2022 from most euro area sovereigns. 

In the UK, the outlook for gilts is likely to remain highly uncertain 
given Brexit, questions about the BoE’s willingness to cut Bank Rate 
into negative territory, ongoing lockdowns, the outlook for the 
budget/supply due to extended government furlough and assistance 
programs, the Scottish elections and, finally, the speed of BoE gilt 
purchases in 2021 after the recent QE top-up of £150 billion at the 
November 2020 MPC meeting. We think that the recent QE top-up 
will offset a considerable portion of supply in the first half of the cal-
endar year, but the size of purchases by maturity bucket is still uncer-
tain. 

Currently, we forecast gilt yields to rise modestly in 2021 with a 
steepening bias to the UKT 2s10s and 5s30s curves. We look for gilts 
to remain stuck between the US and euro area, with underperfor-
mance versus German Bunds but outperformance relative to US 
Treasuries.

At the moment, we see our forecasts for the gilt market as subject to 
considerable uncertainty since they assume that the UK/EU success-
fully negotiate a trade deal, that a vaccine is in place for wide-scale 
disbursement by 2Q21, that the BoE reduces the size of weekly QE 
purchases throughout the year and that the Scottish election does 
not result in calls for an independence referendum. Given this, we 
have the lowest conviction in our UK forecasts relative to other 
global bond markets. 

In Japan, although the continued global economic recovery will 
likely weigh on global bond markets, we continue to expect the BoJ’s 

strong commitment to YCC to prevent a large rise in yields. We 
expect 10y JGB yields to end 2021 at 0.00%. We maintain a construc-
tive view on the long end, although we anticipate higher term pre-
miums in response to the global V-shaped recovery and 
subsequently higher global bond yields.

We expect supply/demand dynamics to improve dramatically in 
2021, given that: i) Additional JGB issuance will be less likely with the 
third supplementary budget; ii) Market issuance in FY21 will likely 
decrease by JPY 50-60 trillion versus the current issuance pace; and 
iii) Major Japanese lifers showed appetite to increase long-end JPY 
bond exposure to prepare for the economic-based capital require-
ment starting in 2025, according to major lifers’ investment plan in 
2HFY20. We expect 30y JGB yields to end 2021 at 0.55%. A key risk 
for our view is that another serious lockdown related to COVID-19 
forces the government to implement another fiscal stimulus pro-
gram.

In the dollar bloc, rates follow Treasuries higher, but local central 
banks matter too. We expect the correlation between US and dollar 
bloc yields to remain high, so the bear steepening in US rates we fore-
cast should translate into steeper dollar bloc curves as well. 
However, we see scope for relative differentiation based on central 
bank action. 

In Australia, front-end yields should remain well anchored by the 
RBA’s yield curve control target (recently lowered to 10bp) and its 
clear forward guidance that rate hikes are unlikely through 2023. 
Long-end yields have scope to rise alongside global peers, though the 
combination of RBA purchases (in 2021) and foreign inflows should 
keep long-end ACGBs outperforming USTs. 

We see scope for long-end New Zealand yields to catch up to 
Australian yields, both reaching 1.30% by 4Q22, as the RBNZ may sur-
prise markets to the hawkish side in 2021. The combination of market 
pricing for negative rates being overdone and the RBNZ continuing to 
front-load its asset purchases suggests that a pullback in stimulus in 
2021 should reverse the bull flattening we’ve witnessed in 2020, par-
ticularly as local data (particularly housing) continue to outperform. 

Canadian yields likely keep their tight link to US yields, though we 
see scope for underperformance around mid-2021 as the BoC tapers 
its asset purchases. 
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deliver large fiscal support, which would be bullish for risk and 
bearish for USD. The size of the stimulus is dependent on whether the 
Democrats win the Georgia Senate seats on January 5. Globally fiscal 
stimulus is expected to continue but at a smaller pace than in 2020, 
while monetary policy is expected to remain accommodative. 

Where are currency valuations? In the past year we have used 
shadow short rate differentials to assess FX valuations. These have 
been useful in determining the degree of monetary policy accommo-
dation in one region relative to another. Assuming USD rates remain 
low due to the Fed keeping rates on hold, the USD shadow short rate 
should continue to fall in 2021, while ECB easing via QE but not rate 
cuts keeps the EUR shadow short rate low but not falling as aggres-
sively. USD is generally overvalued versus G10 currencies using 
shadow short rate estimates. Longer-term BEER FX fair value esti-
mates also suggest that USD is overvalued by ~10%. AUD, NZD and 
SEK are the most undervalued currencies on the BEER estimate. 

Exhibit 25:
USD index (DXY) is trading strong versus long-term fair value
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We forecast EUR/USD to rise to 1.25, with the bulk of the rally 
coming in 1H21 when the eurozone economies come out of lockdown 
and COVID-19 vaccine distribution boosts global travel. We expect 
the eurozone economy to contract in 4Q20, resulting in more ECB 
easing in December, so a near-term EUR/USD rally is likely to be more 
muted, mostly driven by risk markets and USD weakness. The ECB is 
likely to sound caution on EUR strength above 1.20 if economic 
activity has not yet picked up. The EU recovery fund needs to be 
agreed by national parliaments by April 2021, while distribution of 
funds is expected in 2H21. Foreign investors such as reserve managers 
could participate in this EUR debt issuance, but we estimate that the 
ECB will end up buying most of the debt issued.

Commodity currencies should see the most benefit due to the 
global recovery, their historical sensitivity to risk assets and higher 
probability of seeing their local central banks turning hawkish. We 
expect NZD, NOK, CAD and AUD to outperform other G10 currencies 

in 2021, rising most in 1H21. NZD and NOK in particular benefit from 
relatively hawkish central banks. 

The risks to our USD-bearish outlook mainly center on the path for 
global growth, which is impacted by the availability of an effective 
COVID-19 vaccine. After the positive outcome from the Pfizer vac-
cine, our biotech analysts  expect other positive phase 3 trial news 
this month and distribution around March/April 2021. USD would 
strengthen if a vaccine isn’t available next year and economies return 
to lockdowns. We also assume that the Federal Reserve will be 
tested on its average inflation targeting framework when the US eco-
nomic outlook improves. Should some Fed members decide to talk 
about when to raise rates due to stronger inflation and employment 
then the USD weakness may not be as large as we forecast. Most DM 
countries are facing risks of high debt levels and unemployment due 
to the COVID-19 restrictions and lockdowns, so any developing wor-
ries about that after global travel resumes could be a worry for risk 
markets and bullish for USD. 

Exhibit 26:
G10 FX forecasts to end-2021
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Currency-specific summaries

GBP: A Brexit UK-EU trade agreement this month should cause GBP/
USD to rally as the pair is currently undervalued. The rally could last 
into 1Q21 as optimism reduces the GBP risk premium but then an 
underperformance in UK growth and the lowest real yields in the G10 
make GBP an underperformer into the end of 2021. 

JPY: USD/JPY should grind lower initially, led by further USD weakness. 
We expect USD/JPY to start to rise from 103 in 2H21 as Japanese inves-
tors buy foreign assets as the combination of a lower USD/JPY and 
higher US yields makes non-FX-hedged foreign bonds investment 
attractive. 
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AUD: We expect AUD to gain along with USD weakness and a global 
growth pick-up. The RBA has already eased but may get sufficiently 
concerned about AUD strength above 0.75 to slow the pace of appre-
ciation. Ultimately, though, a positive global backdrop, economic 
linkages to Asia and high risk-adjusted carry should keep inflows on 
track and see AUD/USD rise to 0.77 by end-2021.

NZD: We expect NZD to outperform in 2021 as the RBNZ surprises 
markets to the hawkish side, perhaps as early as 1Q21 as negative 
rates remain overpriced, in our view. NZD gains are somewhat 
restrained by outflows from foreigners selling NZGBs, but not 
enough to prevent AUD/NZD from falling modestly to 1.04 by 
year-end.

CAD: The BoC tapers in 2Q, pushing USD/CAD below the fair value 
range to 1.23, but then it stabilizes near 1.25, the lower end of our 
1.25-1.35 fair value range. CAD risks remain asymmetrically skewed to 
the upside as tailwinds from demographics and global growth 
remain.

NOK: We see a rally in line with risk sentiment (+9% versus EUR in 
2021), global growth and a COVID-19 vaccine that benefits global 
travel. Norges Bank still buys NOK at a high pace to support fiscal 
spending which is at a smaller pace than in 2020, with the bank 
gearing up for a rate hike in 2022. 

SEK: Strength to continue as the Riksbank is less concerned about 
SEK strength, its easing is focused on QE and we expect Sweden’s 
current growth outperformance versus the eurozone to continue in 
2021. Global risk sentiment continues to matter for SEK, with EUR/
SEK falling 5%. 

CHF: CHF gains as German bond yields remain low, helped by ECB 
easing. EUR/CHF tracks the money supply growth differential, which 
is growing faster for EUR. CHF gains versus USD and EUR, while the 
SNB is intervening less in markets, just smoothing volatility rather 
than actively targeting a specific FX level. 

Thematic events to watch in 2021

2020 saw a big change in the way we live, interact and consume. 
Beyond the COVID-19-related government and monetary stimulus 
changes, we watch for two discussion points that are expected in 
2021. The OECD has drafted a new way to tax international compa-
nies, where companies would pay taxes on profits in the region they 
were generated in. The rules could affect US tech companies and 
European luxury companies disproportionately, so it is not clear 
whether all countries will agree to this in 2021. More likely may be 
the evolution of the EU's proposed  digital taxes, which could be 
implemented in 2021.

Second, central banks have rushed to talk about developing central 
bank digital currencies as a way to distribute money supply to the 
banks and even directly to the public. China’s internal digital currency 
has already started to be distributed and will expand testing in 2021. 
The ECB is expected to announce a decision in late 2021 on whether 
it will put resources into developing a digital currency. Why is this 
important for FX trading? Should a major central bank launch a dig-
ital currency in the following years (2024+) distributing directly to 
the public, there is a chance of a rapidly expanding money supply 
which would impact currency valuations. 
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ows. High-yielders should outperform, while low-yielders/IG will 
ly suffer on the back of rising UST yields. Morgan Stanley remains 
rish on USD, which should help to unlock value in EMFX. 

s rosy cyclical outlook is offset by ongoing structural concerns 
ut EM fundamentals, such as debt sustainability and productivity 
wth, both of which weigh on the long-run GDP potential of EMs. 
 don’t expect to see much progress in resolving these issues, 
ich is why we have front-loaded the expected gains.  

stanley.com
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Exhibit 27:
Global EM quarterly forecast returns for 2021
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Exhibit 28:
10-year GBI-EM-weighted real yield versus US 10-year TIPS (%)
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Local markets

In Asia, we expect the broad risk rally to support high-yielders in this 
region as investors add beta risks to the portfolio while low-yielders 
will benefit from a stronger CNY. We like short USD/IDR given 
Indonesia's better fundamentals and improving current account. We 
also recommend long INR because the RBI could tolerate some FX 
appreciation in order to reduce inflation pressure. We see 5% upside 
in CNH/JPY as the BoP is in favor of CNY and the PBOC would tol-
erate an orderly appreciation post-US election. KRW and TWD 
should also benefit from a stronger CNY, in addition to their recov-
ering export sectors.

In rates, we pay 5yr CNY NDIRS as we believe  that a combination of 
solid growth and higher inflation in 2021 could prompt investors to 
price in tightening from the PBOC. In addition, a lack of foreign pas-
sive index buying in 1H21  and ongoing issuance should push yields 
higher. Meanwhile, we like 10yr INDOGBs without FX hedge given its 
high real rates. A 5.5% fiscal deficit near year means that debt issu-
ance will be challenging, but BI will stand by to purchase. We are con-
cerned but the global bullish risk sentiment should outweigh such a 
concern. Hence, we expect that a stronger INR should push INDOGBs 
bond yields lower. 

In LatAm local markets, we would expect high-beta to lead the rally 
in both FX and rates. 

As we have previously laid out (see here and here), LatAm FX, 
including BRL, MXN and COP, should benefit the most from potential 
positive vaccine developments in the weeks to come, as their econo-
mies continue to be severely impacted by the virus relative to other 
regions. In addition, we expect economic policy uncertainty to 

decrease to more ‘normal’ levels, helping the EM investment narra-
tive and potentially coinciding with better prospects for RoW 
growth. We expect CLP and PEN to lag but to perform well versus G3 
currencies on the back of lower carry.

In rates, such a scenario should help curves to flatten in the region, 
especially in countries with more acute fiscal constraints – Brazil and 
Colombia – as we expect the fiscal risk premium to decline while 
growth continues to pick up. Most of the reduction in term premium 
will likely come from the long end rallying, as we do not expect cen-
tral banks in the region to deliver much more relative to what is in the 
price in the short end.

In CEEMEA, we have a constructive outlook too.  We expect CEE cur-
rencies to do well, especially in 1H21. Recent positive news around 
vaccine availability is good for countries in the region, which stand to 
benefit relatively more given the impact COVID-19 has had on the 
region. PLN remains our preferred currency to position for reflation, 
followed by CZK. HUF should underperform relatively if the NBH 
remains dovish and realigns the weekly deposit rate to the base rate, 
which is why we continue to like the long end of the curve. 

We think that RUB will be one of the best-performing EM currencies 
in 2021. The political risk premium remains high while US elections 
are now behind us, with sanctions risk being exaggerated even in the 
case of a 'blue sweep'. Apart from that, the oil outlook will be impor-
tant, where our strategists expect a more marginal appreciation to 
US$50/bbl. We believe that USD/ZAR can reach 15.0 – and poten-
tially overshoot temporarily –  but  this should more or less represent 
the trough. We stay long SAGB 2048s. 

https://ny.matrix.ms.com/eqr/article/webapp/d16f46e8-f292-11ea-b089-39731a5fbfc8?ch=rpint&sch=sr&sr=3
https://ny.matrix.ms.com/eqr/article/webapp/17822c84-fd99-11ea-8919-6861c102c076?ch=rpint&sch=sr&sr=2
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Sovereign credit

2021 set to deliver total returns of 2.0%: The external backdrop 
is supportive for EM sovereign credit, given a global synchronous 
recovery, broad-based fiscal consolidation (even though   deficits 
remain wide versus history) and an anticipation of positive vaccine 
developments into 2021. At the same time, EM credit valuations still 
screen as cheap versus history and versus US credit, meaning that the 
asset class should attract inflows  in an environment of still abundant 
liquidity, particularly if global flows start to favor EM versus DM,  
including via a weaker USD. From current levels of 380bp for the 
EMBI Diversified, we forecast spreads tightening to  365bp by 2Q21 
before flattening out in 2H21 to reach  360bp by  end-2021. Notably, 
this keeps the index wide versus the 340bp 10-year average and also 
lags the tightening forecast by our  US credit strategists, which fac-
tors in the weaker EM credit fundamentals including the potential for 
further  payment difficulties for lower-rated credits. While a breakev-
en-led rise in US Treasury yields should be manageable and con-
tribute to seeing credit spreads tighter, it will reduce total returns. 
Adding our 10-year US Treasury forecasts of 1.30% by 2Q21 and 1.45% 
by  4Q21 leaves total returns at 0.6%  by 2Q21 and 2.0% by 4Q21, with 
excess returns instead higher at 2.9% and 4.8%, respectively. 

Exhibit 29:
We forecast tighter EM credit spreads...
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Exhibit 30:
...with room for EM to tighten versus US credit  into early 2021
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Moderate bullishness into early 2021 – turning neutral: Given 
that the recent tightening in credit spreads has brought spreads 
much closer to our forecast levels, we turn neutral on EM sovereign 
credit from our prior bullish view.  While we still expect flows into the 
asset class to pick up, supply should also increase at current levels 
and provide a partial offset. This neutral stance also contrasts to the 
still bullish  EMFX stance, where we see risk/reward  as more attrac-
tive.

  Stick with  higher-beta credits yet avoid the stressed bucket: 
Despite turning neutral, we still suggest allocating to the mid-tier 
credits and single Bs, including an overall preference for HY versus IG. 
This comes on the back of the anticipated spread tightening, which is 
likely to be beta-driven, in addition to HY being the key driver of the 
still cheap valuations while  the high-quality credits (strong BBBs and 
above) have already in most cases returned to pre-COVID-19 spread 
levels. Expectations of higher UST yields also support reaching for 
higher spread credits (see How Would a UST Sell-Off Affect EM? 
November 2, 2020). Our key likes to implement these views are 
Egypt, Ukraine, Brazil and South  Africa. Finally, the exception to 
our bullish view are the lowest-rated credits, including CCCs  and 
weak single Bs, that we expect to remain under pressure given high 
financing needs and sometimes also solvency issues, meaning that 
they will benefit less from a beta move. 

However, the bull/bear skew is negative: The challenged credit 
fundamentals skew the risk/reward wider. In  a bull case, flows 
returns to pre-COVID-19 levels, including commodity, tourism and 
other flows, leaving EMFX and growth much stronger and in turn 
reducing credit risks materially, with HY issuers able to tap the 
market as needed. This sees spreads reach 325bp by end-2021. The 
bear scenario sees much wider spreads as it includes no vaccine, 
meaning that external funding needs will remain very high but with 
little market access, leading to calls for more significant private 
sector participation. 

https://ny.matrix.ms.com/eqr/article/webapp/10414766-1211-11eb-a473-5e946820b046?ch=rpint&sch=ar
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Expect the early-cycle narrative to hold, but 2021 is when the 
rubber meets the road on corporate behavior:  Looking beyond the 
macro themes, our views in credit remain anchored by an early-cycle 
playbook of balance sheet repair. Through the course of this year, 
corporate fundamentals have gone from weak to weaker, with 
issuers tapping bond markets at an unprecedented pace.  However, 
the surge in issuance volumes across both the US and Europe has 
been dominated by defensive motivations, with companies shoring 
up cash buffers at a record pace. As the economic backdrop and earn-
ings outlook improve, we expect these cash buffers to be deployed 
to manage down leverage and improve their ratings profile. In this 
context, we see the corporate management response function as an 
important ingredient of and a risk factor to our thesis for 2021.

Positioning for compression globally, favor down in quality over 
out the curve and loans over HY bonds: Across all regions, we 
expect COVID-19-impacted sectors and high yield credits to be prime 
beneficiaries of a return to 'normal' in 2021. The case for further com-
pression and rotations down in quality is strong and we prefer HY 
over IG globally. Within  IG,  we favor BBBs over As in the US and 
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Europe, given the stronger incentive  for repair in the former ratings 
bucket. In HY, BBs should benefit from yield buyer demand across the 
US and Europe. But for traditional HY buyers, we see Bs as the sweet 
spot but would also look to add more CCCs in the US. Higher convic-
tion around the economic recovery and our revised rates forecasts 
also inform our shift     to a overweight stance on leveraged loans 
versus HY bonds in the US and Europe. In Asia, our preferred pocket 
of value in HY is the China property sector, where single-name disper-
sion remains high.

Forecasting above-average excess returns globally: We summa-
rize our 12-month global credit spread and return targets in Exhibit 
31 . Across all regions, we see excess returns above historical aver-
ages, but the US remains our preferred region.  In absolute terms, we 
expect US HY to generate the highest excess returns within the cor-
porate credit complex; however, on a risk-adjusted basis and on the 
total return measure, leveraged loans are likely to  outperform. Our 
spread targets for end-2021 would still keep spreads across all 
regions comfortably off the pre-COVID-19   tights ( Exhibit 32 ).

Exhibit 31:
2021 credit forecasts

Source: Markit, Bloomberg, S&P LCD, Morgan Stanley Research forecasts; Note: Pricing as of November 
12, 2020; US IG and HY spreads forecast for the Bloomberg Barclays US Corporate Bond and Bloomberg 
Barclays US Corporate High Yield Bond indices, respectively.

Exhibit 32:
Global credit tights versus wides

Source: IHS Markit, Bloomberg, S&P LCD, Morgan Stanley Research

Where we could be wrong: In addition to the risk of a near-term 
spike in virus case count, we see two main risks to our optimistic out-
look. The first is the risk of more disruptive price action in credit on 
account of a spike in medium-to-long-term bond yields. While a refla-
tion-driven rise in rates eventually is supportive of credit spreads, 
record-high duration in US and European investment grade credit 
could result in a near-term correction.  The second key risk is our reli-
ance on the early-cycle playbook. Insufficient emphasis or progress 
on voluntary deleveraging could bring balance sheet fundamentals 
and downgrade risks back to the fore.

US credit 

We expect spreads to approach (especially in HY/loans)  but not 
match pre-COVID-19 tights by end-2021: Our forecasts call for 
15bp tightening in IG, and 80-85bp in HY and loans, which translates 
into excess return projections of 2.5%, 5.9% and 3.8%, respectively. 
This would take us back to within 10bp of pre-COVID-19 levels in IG, 
HY and  loans. Our numbers imply a sharper trajectory back to the 
tights compared to prior post-recession bull markets. We think that 
this is justified given the nature of the recovery, and the extraordinary 
amount of liquidity still in the system. In addition, we think that the 
case for spreads in leveraged credit to approach pre-COVID-19 levels 
is much stronger, given a rapidly normalizing economy. On the other 
hand, while IG companies will benefit fundamentally from a healthier 
macro environment, the market will need to face the challenge of 
rising rates, from a short-term (outflows from fixed income) and 
medium-term (less need to reach for yield from overseas investors) 
perspective. Overall, while we predict tighter IG spreads over the 
forecast horizon, we think that the compression will be more mea-
sured compared to HY/loans on a risk-adjusted basis. In addition, the 
significant changes in index composition for IG over the course of the 
year – high duration, record dollar prices, high BBB exposure – all 
mean that the case for IG spreads to go back to pre-COVID-19 tights 
is slightly weaker than for HY/loans.

We expect the early-cycle theme to gain traction and play out 
more clearly in 2021: This dynamic matters specifically for lower-
quality and COVID-19-exposed names where some fiscal uncertainty 
at the margin could help in this regard by keeping animal spirits at 
corporates contained. Most companies have 'over-issued' in 2020 to 
raise cash buffers in the event of another growth shock, taking 
leverage to all-time highs. As the economy continues to normalize, 
and rating agencies adopt a more traditional credit lens, the corpo-
rate incentive will shift towards proactively managing debt loads/
leverage. This has fundamental implications, but also means that 
supply declines quite substantially. We will watch closely how the 
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record cash levels get deployed. A key risk to our bullish narrative is 
that corporates don’t follow the traditional balance sheet repair 
post-recession, and low rates keep driving a continued erosion of 
credit quality to help shareholders.

Maintaining a down-in-quality bias: We are still calling for quality 
compression consistent with the early-cycle narrative. Slower/lower  
fiscal stimulus is likely to be offset by the revised expectations 
around the vaccine, as a result of which our rates colleagues expect 
a ~60bp increase in 10-year Treasury yields. For yield buyers in credit, 
we therefore see a stronger case for moving down in quality rather 
than moving out the duration  curve. We still like BBB over As in IG and  
favor COVID-19-impacted sectors like travel and leisure, where risk 
premiums remain elevated. In leveraged credit, we like Bs over BBs 
and move to an overweight in loans over HY bonds. Fallen angels 
have compressed versus legacy BBs, and much of this trade has 
played out, which makes us comfortable being in single Bs. Long CDX 
HY versus CDX IG remains a top trade and an attractive expression of 
the down-in-quality view.

European credit 

Near-term challenges ultimately offset by the continued 
recovery: Over the course of next year, we expect EUR IG and HY 
spreads to tighten by 9bp and 58bp, respectively, generating excess 
returns of 1.2% and 4.8%. While the near-term trajectory for spreads 
could be challenged given a renewed series of European lockdowns, 
we remain constructive on a 12-month horizon, informed in part by 
our economists’ expectations for a growth rebound in the region 
from 2Q onwards. Additionally, we continue to expect ample support 
on both the monetary and fiscal fronts. The ECB is likely to expand 
PEPP by a further €500 billion in December, and maintain purchases 
throughout 2021, providing a credible backstop to credit markets. 
Meanwhile, national budgets are set to keep fiscal policy broadly at 
2020 levels and the European recovery fund should begin making 
disbursements. Our base case assumes that corporate behavior 
remains creditor-friendly overall, reflective of early-cycle dynamics. 

Focusing on carry in IG, sticking with single Bs in HY: We maintain 
our existing preferences in IG, namely staying down the ratings spec-
trum as well as capital structure. While cyclical premiums have com-
pressed sharply since earlier in the year, we continue to view these 
as attractive. For excess return-driven investors, we also recommend 
moving out the curve. In HY, we roll over our preference for single Bs 

over BBs, despite the near-term growth challenges in Europe, as loss-
adjusted returns are more attractive over a one-year horizon in the 
former. Within BBs, we like extending duration in fallen angels. In 
derivatives, we position for a compression of the historically elevated 
spread between HY and IG by selling iTraxx Xover versus Main on a 
5:1 ratio.

Asia credit

Our bullish view on Asia credit is driven by improving macro fun-
damentals… Our Asia economics team is expecting the Asia ex Japan 
(AXJ) region to enter into the 'Goldilocks' recovery phase. This 
recovery entails a combination of accelerating and above-trend year-
on-year growth, rising but still benign inflation and big easing policies 
as global and domestic policy-makers stay accommodative. The past 
two previous AXJ 'Goldilocks' recovery phases saw broad-based 
deleveraging in Asia IG and Asia HY corporates, thanks to strong earn-
ings growth. Both Asia HY and China HY default rates dropped signifi-
cantly in the past two 'Goldilocks' periods. Our base case is that China 
onshore corporate bond defaults will be manageable, as onshore 
China financial conditions should remain easy in 2021 and marginal 
tightening in financial conditions is offset by stronger growth. 
However, we see the risk of idiosyncratic-driven defaults driving 
default rates higher.

…positive technicals and cheap valuations: On the technical 
front, we expect demand for Asia credit to remain strong and net 
supply to be lower after a bumper year of net issuance this year. The 
lower net supply is primarily driven by normalizing of net supply for 
Asia IG corporates, which this year hit a historical high due to a 
COVID-19-driven front-loaded refinancing. Although we expect 
demand to be weaker for China HY credit from yield-sensitive 
onshore China investors, we think that it would be offset by 
QE-driven demand of global investors (US and European investors). 
Valuation remains cheap for Asia credit, especially for Asia/China HY, 
which are trading above their fair spread levels. We expect Asia credit 
to tighten by 55bp, driven mainly by spread compression between 
Asia HY/China HY and Asia IG/China IG as the current spread differen-
tial is not pricing in the 'Goldilocks' recovery backdrop. Lastly, we 
think that it makes sense for investors to add risk through BB rated 
China HY property due to its strong technical support from global 
investors and it having further room to compress versus China IG 
property. 
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CMBX.BBB.-11 outright, as it is trading cheap to HY and higher-
quality underwriting, along with pre-COVID-19 M2s and post-
COVID-19 B1s in CRT.  Finally, we recommend the most liquid 
portfolio rebalance channel trade, overweight IG credit versus 
MBS, given concerns about supply and prepays on the Agency side, 
while our corporate strategists are bullish on the outlook for corpo-
rate spread compression. 

We expect home price growth to remain positive in 2021, but slow 
to +2-3% while headline commercial real estate prices fall 10-15%: 
Demographics continue to provide structural support for the demand 
for shelter broadly, and we believe that the preference for single-
family housing (both ownership and rentership) that has emerged 
during the onset of the COVID-19 pandemic will not simply evaporate 
with a vaccine in 1H21.  In addition to robust demand, the supply envi-
ronment remains historically tight. On the other hand, the more reac-
tive stimulus environment and the expiration of forbearance plans in 
2Q/3Q21 should lead to an increase in delinquencies, and tight lending 
standards should act to mute the gains in transaction volumes and 
home prices this environment would otherwise engender. Difficult 
year-over-year comps given the steep run-up in home prices expected 
through the end of 2020 should lead to the rate of growth slowing in 
2021 to +2-3%. The commercial real estate market is at the eye of the 
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COVID-19 storm as a K-shaped recovery emerges with pronounced 
bifurcation between property types that are beneficiaries and casual-
ties, but headline property prices only fall 10-15% as dry powder is a 
safety net compared to -30% during the GFC. 

Agency CMBS should benefit 
from being one of the few 
asset classes with high-
quality duration and some 
spread, along with continued 
Fed support and apartment 
fundamentals that remain on 
solid footing outside major 
markets.  However, much of 
this is arguably in the price as 
spreads are at all-time tights.  
In our base case, we don't see 
much room for spread tight-
ening but do see opportunity 
for carry. However, risk/
reward is towards widening.

Exhibit 34:
Current levels and 24-month spread range, along with spot 12 months ago
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Exhibit 33:
The IG Index looks wide to MBS Index valuations

Source:  Yield Book, Morgan Stanley Research

Our best ideas across products

Within Agency MBS, we expect 2021 to be a battle about what's 
known and in the price versus what's unknown and how much inves-
tors think is priced in.  On the known positive front, the Fed will con-
tinue to buy MBS at a rate of US$40 billion/month likely through the 
beginning of 2022, and banks should continue to grow their deposits 
and put much of that to work in the MBS market. On the known nega-
tive side, originators will continue to add capacity, causing the prima-
ry-secondary spread to come down and prepays to remain elevated. 
These dynamics should cause lower-coupon mortgages to finance 
quite well, offering money managers an attractive opportunity to 
outcarry the index, but not necessarily attractive absolute valua-
tions.  On the other hand, uncertainty about the duration of the 
prepay wave, how many borrowers will either refinance or get 
bought out when exiting forbearance, and the magnitude of further 
mortgage fintech improvements make higher-coupon mortgages 
more challenging to value. The natural trade is for investors to look 
for carry and be down in coupon in 2021, owning bonds the Fed is 
buying for carry while underweighting higher coupons for more 
attractive opportunities in resi credit or IG, but those who agree with 
our outlook for higher rates, a steeper curve and risk-on should buy 
mortgage derivatives very lightly hedged.
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In resi credit, our constructive view on US housing bodes well for 
fundamental performance both in the form of elevated prepayment 
speeds and lower delinquencies. That said, approximately 3.7% of the 
CRT market and 5.3% of the non-Agency market remain in forbear-
ance, with the maximum 12-month extensions set to expire 
throughout 2Q and 3Q21. We expect healing to continue – over 50% 
of borrowers that have entered forbearance have already come back 
current or prepaid – but acknowledge that the possibility of a more 
reactive stimulus could lead to somewhat choppy performance in the 
first few months of 2021. While issuance volumes have the potential 
to increase substantially in the CRT market if the CAS program 
returns, an outcome that we believe to be more likely with a 
Democratic president, non-QM volumes are expected to come in shy 
of 2019 levels, given tighter lending standards. Considering our view 
that prepayment speeds will remain elevated, we think that this 
leaves the technical environment constructive. Over the 12-month 
horizon, we think that spreads are going to be tighter across resi 
credit products. Given the potential for near-term volatility, we 
prefer to stay in more liquid profiles such as pre-COVID-19 CRT M2s, 
but think there is also value in post-COVID-19 B1s, given that our 
expected prepayment speeds throughout 2021 should shorten these 
profiles meaningfully.        

In the US CLO market, we think that the broader macro environment 
presents opportunities across the capital structure. Our corporate 
credit team has lowered its leveraged loan default forecast to 3% 
over the course of 2021. This more sanguine turn in CLO-specific fun-
damentals will likely benefit the entire capital structure and lead to 
compression both in index-level spreads between ratings buckets 
and in the top-tier/lower-tier basis within those ratings buckets. 
AAAs continue to offer attractive carry at the top of the capital struc-
ture, but we see the potential for significant shadow supply through 
the refi/reset mechanism; about 96% of the currently outstanding 
CLO universe will be callable by the end of 2021, placing a soft cap 
on spreads. On the other hand, CLO equity investors own those call 
options and therefore have the ability to monetize those basis com-
pressions. CLO equity will also receive additional excess interest pay-
ments through the LIBOR floor mechanic. Taken together, these facts 
make CLO equity one of our favorite trades across securitized prod-
ucts.   

The commercial real estate market is at the eye of the COVID-19 
storm as a K-shaped recovery emerges with pronounced bifurcation 
between property types that are beneficiaries and casualties, but 
headline property prices only fall 10-15% as dry powder is a safety net 
compared to -30% during the GFC.  CMBS issuance rises to US$60-70 

billion across conduit, SASB and CRE CLOs as the market wins 
market share of the US$430 billion of maturing CRE mortgages in 
2021, but rising loss expectations magnify quality tiering and create 
a bond pickers' market. A positive technical backdrop boosts demand 
for AAAs, leading to spread compression for excess return-based 
investors, but relative value to IG corps is only fair and we favor sea-
soned LCF AAAs with shorter durations versus new issue for total 
return investors, given our strategists' expectations for rising rates. 
The best relval in the new issue space can be found in AS and AA 
bonds. With secondary market trading opportunities limited in sea-
soned CMBS BBB-, we focus on  selective opportunity in new issue 
CMBS BBB- bonds as underwriting improves, but property quality is 
an unknown factor, thereby limiting our enthusiasm.   Alpha can be 
generated in SASB deals, where investors can analyze a single prop-
erty versus the 50-70 required in a conduit deal. Our favorite beta 
opportunity is in going long CMBX.BBB-.11 outright, which is 2 stan-
dard deviations cheap to HY as it has lagged the rally, and CMBX.11 
has higher-quality underwriting and limited near-term maturity risk.  

We are constructive on both European ABS and CLO markets for 
three reasons.  First, helped by dovish central banks and a supportive 
fiscal stance from governments, we expect  a strong rebound for the 
euro area and mild rebound in the UK from 2Q21. Positive recent 
newsflow on a vaccine development further supports our view. 
Second, while we expect a slight pick-up in arrears, consumer balance 
sheets are less leveraged than during the GFC and lower rates sup-
port finances. On the CLO front we think that the worst is behind us 
and the EU ABS and CLO universe is robust enough to withstand a 
moderate pick-up in stress.  Third, technicals are strong as primary 
activity should be below 2018/19 levels and both new capital raised 
and ECB purchase programs are supportive. The key risk to our 
upbeat view is that the path to recovery to the end of 2021 is likely 
to be bumpy and risks are front-loaded.

Exhibit 35:
Morgan Stanley 4Q21 spread and excess return forecasts across secu-
ritized products

Source: Bloomberg, Yield Book, TRACE, CMA, Morgan Stanley Research forecasts; Data as of November 
12, 2020. 
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our view.  A widely available, highly effective vaccine, which our col-
leagues expect late in 2Q21, could allay concerns about key GO 
credits permanently losing population and transportation credits 
permanently losing ridership.  This gives us more confidence that, 
even if a second round of state and local aid is not approved by 
Congress, the vast majority of the muni market can manage 
through to 'herd immunity' with its credit downside bounded by 
negative rating actions rather than substantive jump-to-default 
concerns.  Further underscoring this view is the Fed's Municipal 
Liquidity Facility (MLF), which we think will be extended as needed 
and whose capacity exceeds our estimated revenue shortfall for 
states through 2021, an estimate that may be conservative, given 
state reports showing a more modest-than-expected 9% decline in 
revenues.

l Positive – risks skewed towards higher taxes, tax value: To the 
extent that there are tax changes in the next four years, we think 
that they are far more likely to be higher than lower, increasing the 
allure of the tax-exempt coupon.   Even if Democrats are not able to 
take control of the Senate by winning both runoff elections in 
Georgia on January 5, thereby closing off their path to tax increases 
before 2022, there are other avenues to tax increases.  In particular, 
effective corporate tax rates are set to increase upon expiry of key 
TCJA provisions in 2022 and 2023.  While it's worth watching the 
risk of a tax cap on munis, as proposed by the Biden team (our prior 
research about how a cap in theory impacts muni valuation is sum-
marized here), we don't rate the potential for it to come to fruition 
highly.  Even if Democrats were to take control of the Senate with 
50 seats, we expect at least one Democratic Senator to side with 
state and local governments and try to preserve the full muni tax 
exemption.

Putting it all together, we see munis ending 2021 with higher 
yields, but tighter risk premia, both reflections of the positive 
macro backdrop and increased prospects for tax hikes:   Additionally, 
we think that our yield ratio forecast may be conservative, as it reflects 
a level that meets three criteria: i) It's above the historical average, con-
sistent with prior observations of low rate environments, which typi-
cally generate higher ratio volatility; ii) It represents a decline in ratios 
that is common in low rate environments; and iii) It would result in a 
muni index spread to Treasuries that is nearly unchanged.
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Exhibit 36:
4Q21 bull/base/bear forecasts

Source: Bloomberg, S&P Indices, Morgan Stanley Research forecasts

Still, we'd start the year positioned neutral on duration and with 
a weighting away from state and local credit, to prepare for an 
emerging risk opportunity: Early in the year, we expect funda-
mental questions on state and local credit health to linger, while 
higher rates and outflows could drive ratio and spread curve steep-
ening.  During this period, we prefer most enterprise sectors, notably 
airports and essential service utilities, which in our view price in more 
COVID-19-related risk than general governments.  However, we 
expect that this would become an opportunity to add muni risk 
across the spectrum –  down in credit quality, longer in duration.

What are the key risks to our view?

l Vaccine delays, a more aggressive federal response to COVID-19 
spread and/or a failure to pass another COVID-19 stimulus could 
lengthen and deepen GO credit risks.

l The same would be true for hospitals, where expected acute but 
short-term cash flow stresses could lengthen and leave lasting 
damage to balance sheets.

l Supply could be substantial this year.  While we generally dismiss 
concerns about supply exerting lasting pressure on returns, this 
year could be relatively unprecedented in terms of the coincident  
degree of rise in UST rates and supply, the latter driven by the 
availability of savings through taxable refunding and the desire for 
issuers to monetize it, given lingering COVID-19-related budget 
issues.

https://ny.matrix.ms.com/eqr/article/webapp/7f02cd38-23c5-11e8-9b95-96f032c946f3?ch=rpint&sch=sr&sr=1#/section=3
https://ny.matrix.ms.com/eqr/article/webapp/7f02cd38-23c5-11e8-9b95-96f032c946f3?ch=rpint&sch=sr&sr=1#/section=3
https://ny.matrix.ms.com/eqr/article/webapp/7f02cd38-23c5-11e8-9b95-96f032c946f3?ch=rpint&sch=sr&sr=1#/section=3
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Energy

Crude oil

Oil prices face a series of headwinds. Averaging forecasts from the 
IEA, EIA, OPEC and others suggests that the market should be under-
supplied by 3-3.5 mb/d in 4Q. However, observed inventory draws are 
not confirming this: during August and September, global inventories 
drew 1.5-2 mb/d but this has slowed to below 1 mb/d since the start 
of 4Q and, over the last few weeks, inventories are starting to build 
again ( Exhibit 37 ). 

Although OPEC production is still ~5 mb/d lower than last year, 
demand is down by roughly the same amount and slow to recover. 
Data from the UK show that road fuel sales have started to fall again 
following the country's new lockdown. By the last week of October, 
UK road fuel sales were already down 9% from the recent peak. 
Correlating this to mobility data from Apple and Google, and extrap-
olating this to other European countries using similar data, 
European oil demand could see a renewed decline of ~0.5 mb/d in 
the coming months. 

Elsewhere, the demand recovery is far from strong too and seasonal 
trends are also turning unfavorable at this time of year, meaning that 
oil demand is likely to remain flat at ~95 mb/d throughout 4Q20, 
1Q21 and 2Q21. At the same time, Libya's production is ramping up 
sharply at the moment, from ~0.1 mb/d as recently as mid-Sep-
tember to 0.8-1 mb/d at the moment. 

All the while, OPEC+ is scheduled to unwind 2 mb/d of its production 
cut at the start of January. At the moment, the oil market is not in a 
position to absorb this easily. Hence, we expect that OPEC+ will delay 
this production increase by 2-3 months to prevent inventories from 
building again. However, this risks giving a boost to drilling in the US, 
where the oil-directed rig count has already increased by 47 rigs over 
the last seven weeks.
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The outlook for the oil market could start to look better in 2H21. By 
then, COVID-19 vaccines should allow a more meaningful recovery in 
mobility and transportation, and seasonal headwinds for oil demand 
become seasonal tailwinds. However, for the next few months, risks 
to oil prices are likely skewed to the downside.

Exhibit 37:
Observable inventories were drawing at 1.5-2 mb/d during August/
September, but these have slowed down to <1 mb/d since the start of 4Q. 
The last few weeks have even started to show some inventory builds 
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Source: IEA, EIA/DOE, PAJ, PJK, Platts, IE, Platts, Kpler, ClipperData, Morgan Stanley Research

Natural gas

Global gas/LNG prices have bounced from 2Q troughs in all key mar-
kets: European spot prices (TTF day ahead) increased from ~US$1 to 
US$4.8/mmbtu, Asian LNG from US$1.9 to US$6.7/mmbtu and US 
Henry Hub from US$1.4 to US$2.6/mmbtu. This rally was triggered 
by the reduced supply, mostly due to US LNG cargoes cancellations. 

In Europe, exports from Russia, Europe’s single-largest gas supplier, 
have also declined. Meanwhile, demand has remained resilient. For 
example, gas consumption in the European key markets had recov-
ered to levels comparable to history already by June. 

Going forward, in the short term some volatility in prices, particularly 
during the summer season, cannot be ruled out. However, we expect 
the global gas market to tighten further over the next four years after 
most FIDs were delayed. For example, in Europe we expect 2022 gas 
prices to reach US$5.8/mmbtu on average, which implies a 15% pre-
mium to the forward curve levels. 

Metals & bulks

Precious metals

We see August 2020 as the peak for the gold price in this cycle, and 
no longer expect the market to retest highs above US$2,000/oz. As 
the global macroeconomic recovery gathers pace,  risk to gold is 
increasingly to the downside and we cut our price forecast to 
US$1,825/oz on average in 2021 (from US$1,950/oz). While negative 
real rates and a weakening US dollar remain key supports for  invest-
ment demand, the steady trend higher in long-dated real yields  
increasingly outweighs dollar weakness through 2021, and as stim-
ulus tapers towards the end of the year, downside risk for gold builds. 
We forecast spot to move to US$1,825/oz by  4Q21, followed by a fur-
ther drop to US$1,750/oz in 1H22 as investor buying wanes. Added to 
the weakening investment drivers is the risk of further  selling by cen-
tral banks, which turned net sellers in 3Q21 for the first time since 
2010.  A positive offset will be a recovery in fabrication demand for 
gold, but this is likely to be offset by recovering supply, and a rapid 
rebound in jewelry markets is unlikely given the still-high gold price 
and lingering impact of COVID-19 in key markets such as India. For 
more details, see Commodity Matters: Gold – not immune.

Base metals 

Copper is our preferred base metal through 2021, as it benefits from 
a reflation trade, weakening US dollar and a tight global market. 
Thanks to strong buying by China and severe disruption to mine 
supply, the market will end 2020 with global inventories at less than 
three  weeks’ consumption. In 2021 weaker China buying will be 
offset by the ex China recovery from 2Q onwards, and although mine 
supply will lift versus this year’s lows, growth rates will be tepid due 
to the backlog of maintenance at mines, keeping supply still below 
2018’s level and the market in persistent deficit. We forecast price to 
track to highs of US$3.50/lb (US$7,716/t) by 4Q21. For the other base 
metals, price risk is also to the upside on macroeconomic drivers, but 
the fundamental driver is weaker: Nickel is finely balanced, with a 
strong recovery in stainless steel production increasingly met by 
strong growth in output of nickel pig iron from Indonesia. Aluminium 
features a large overhang of global inventory that is growing as the 
market remains in persistent surplus, while zinc’s market is set to 
return to surplus once current restocking comes to an end. While a 
reflation trade can outweigh more bearish fundamentals to drive 
prices higher for some time into next year, downside risks are more 
pronounced in these markets versus copper.

https://ny.matrix.ms.com/eqr/article/webapp/ef81562e-20e8-11eb-93f4-da3319e3f1b4
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Iron ore

We are iron ore bears in 2021, on lower growth in China’s steel output 
and a further recovery of supply from Brazil. Given China’s domi-
nance in this market (76% of seaborne demand), iron ore has been a 
proxy for China’s strong infrastructure-focused stimulus in 2020. 
However, tightening credit availability for China’s property devel-
opers is likely to weigh on steel demand in 2021 – and together with 
greater use of scrap for steel production, this is likely to drive China’s 
iron ore consumption lower next year. On the supply side, shipments 
from Brazil’s Vale – the second-largest iron ore producer – have 
recovered strongly since May, tipping the iron ore market back into 
surplus. With Vale looking to return production capacity that was 
suspended after the 2019 tailings dam disaster in 2021, we expect its 
production to expand by 60Mt to 360Mt, driving the market into a 
44Mt surplus. We expect the iron ore price to move lower through 
next year as a result, and forecast it to average US$81/t in 2021, falling 
to US$70/t by 4Q21 (versus US$117/t spot).
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• Moving to a lower-vol regime: Global monetary easing 
and fiscal stimulus limit downside volatility and the COVID-
19 overhang and expensive valuations in asset classes 
should cap upside volatility. Experience of 20+ bear market 
recoveries suggests that S&P realized vol should fall below 
15% next year.  

• A bias to be short volatility: Implied vols will be slower to 
drop below historical medians, keeping vol carry 
persistently high through the year to the benefit of vol 
sellers. We have a short vol bias across asset classes, and 
like selling VIX futures against buying CDX IG protection.

Moving to a lower-vol regime: The election-induced premium for 
vol had disrupted the normal cyclical decline in vols in the aftermath 
of bear market troughs. With elections largely out of the way, mar-
kets should move to a lower-vol regime as is typical at this point in 
the recovery phase. For the S&P 500, this means that realized vols 
should spend the majority of 2021 below 15% versus current 3m vari-
ance swap levels of ~30%. 

Policy easing and stimulus should underpin markets and dampen 
downside volatility a year from the equity market trough, and expen-
sive valuations and a COVID-19 overhang should serve to constrain 
upside volatility. 

Exhibit 38:
S&P realized vols should drop below 15% a year  from bear market 
troughs
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Exhibit 39:
Tails are overpriced: Premium for OTM options versus ATM options is 
very high in equities and credit  
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 Volatility carry will likely remain high: However, implied vols 
should  be slow to follow through, given the overhang from COVID-19 
and fiscal policy uncertainty, especially given  the already large reset 
lower post-election.   The combination of falling realized vols and 
reluctant implied vols means that volatility carry will be stubbornly 
high through the year. A slow grind lower in implieds actually plays 
to the benefit of vol sellers, sustaining more premium for longer. We 
expect returns to selling volatility to be consistent and steady, rather 
than large and lumpy after the post-election reset in volatility. 

'Japanification' of vol: Even in the scenario where fiscal policy disap-
points or recovery is mediocre, the central bank reaction function 
(rates at the lower bound and the risk of QE)  should put a ceiling on 
volatility. Before the positive vaccine news arrived, the rates market 
was de facto pricing for 'Japanification' of volatility, with 1y5y making  
new record lows and even longer-dated tenor vol falling sharply. 

Tails are overpriced and skew is an important source of return: 
Tails are overpriced and an important source of return. Skew remains 
extremely high in equities and credit, e.g., S&P 500 variance swap pays 
6 vol points over ATM vol! Skew in rates/FX is less extreme and coming 
in fast, but still some premium persists, e.g., butterfly pricing is still ele-
vated and not fully normalized in some EMFX/cyclical currencies. 
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US equity factors

In the US, we like Size (Small Caps) and Earnings Revisions, while 
we are cautious on Growth and defensive factors such as Low Vol 
and Quality. 

Strong economic recovery favors pro-cyclical stocks, and we have 
seen cyclicals outperform defensive equities since March this year 
( Exhibit 40 ). We expect this outperformance to continue into 2021. 
At the factor level, the V-shaped economic recovery and cyclical rally 
should help smaller-cap stocks, which bore the brunt of the beating 
from the COVID-19 recession. 

Exhibit 40:
Cyclical stocks have been outperforming defensive stocks in the US 
since March this year
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Source: Morgan Stanley Research; Note: Data as of November 11, 2020.

Our US equity strategists expect above-consensus earnings growth 
over the next year, and believe that 2021 will be about who can 
deliver on earnings. As such, we think that the Earnings Revision 
factor, which focuses on the magnitude and  breadth of analyst revi-
sions, would be a good metric to identify potential outperformers 
over the next year. 
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We are cautious on Growth, and defensive factors such as Low Vol 
and Quality:  Low Vol and Quality tend to underperform in periods of 
economic recovery and strong equity rallies. These factors, together 
with Growth, are also sensitive to rates, and tend to underperform in 
rising rate environments.  Given our house view of above-trend infla-
tion over the next few years, we see an elevated risk of higher rates, 
which could put further pressure on these factors.  

European equity factors

The macro backdrop in Europe supports pro-cyclical exposure, 
favoring Value and Size (Small Caps) against Low Vol, Momentum 
or Quality: The accelerating economic recovery is supportive for 
Value and Size, as valuations remain extremely cheap at its second per-
centile for Value ( Exhibit 41 ), and the announcements related to a 
COVID-19 vaccine are particularly favorable. We maintain our negative 
view on Low Vol due to its very high valuation and its sharp negative 
skew to recoveries. Lastly, we remain positive on Total Yield due to its 
positive exposure to inflation and high correlation with Value. 

We think that the recent reversal of Value against Momentum in 
Europe can continue as the recovery pushes on, with the potential sup-
port from further stimulus and the remaining extreme valuation gap 
between Value and Momentum/Growth/Quality. However, a final 
Brexit deal could impact Value in Europe, as most Value factors are 
still strongly positively tilted to the UK. A positive outcome would be 
supportive for Value, while a bad exit could penalize Value perfor-
mance.

Cyclicals at a reasonable price: Our European equity strategy team 
favors cyclical stocks to take advantage of the economic recovery, but 
aggregate cyclical valuations do not look especially attractive given 
the strong rally since April this year. Hence, we propose a quantitative 
‘cyclicals at a reasonable price’ strategy that cross-references our 
Cyclical versus Defensive factor against several valuation metrics and 
identifies relatively cheap cyclical stocks with positive Morgan Stanley 
analyst ratings (see European Quantitative Strategy: Quant Lens on 
Cyclicals at a Reasonable Price, October 23, 2020, for more details). 

Our long-short ‘cyclical factor’ allows us to consider cyclicality across 
all sectors rather than the usual ‘cyclical’ ones – this consists of: i) 
Fundamental component – the correlation of a stock’s profitability 
with the economic cycle; and ii) Risk component – this measures beta, 
earnings volatility and dispersion. The performance of this indicator 
matches economic indicators closely and performs best in a recovering 
economic regime.

Exhibit 41:
European Value factor valuations are near multi-decade lows, while  
Growth, Quality and Momentum are trading near record rich levels
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Source: Morgan Stanley Research; Note: Valuation percentile represents average median FP/E and P/B of 
1Q versus 5Q. 

Asian/EM equity factors

Look for Undisrupted Value in Asia/EM: We expect the super-cycle 
of e-commerce/digitalization era   to continue to drive structural out-
performance of Growth in Asia/EM, which is referring to the decade-
long backdrop where companies being able to lift  earnings growth  by 
new technology tend to outperform  ( Exhibit 42 ). However,  we also 
do not eliminate the risk of tactical Value rallies amid positive news of 
vaccine developments and cyclical economic recovery, given that the 
recent outperformance of Growth had deviated significantly from the 
long-term trend of relative performance. As such, we recommend to 
stay neutral on Value versus Growth into 2021, and focus on relatively 
inexpensive companies that stand to benefit from the e-commerce 
super-cycle. 

For structural opportunities in Asia/EM we recommend High-Quality 
stocks with selective cyclical economic exposures.  Our empirical 
analysis shows that cyclical stocks do not necessarily mean Value, and 
it is dangerous to simply look for laggards with Value exposure. To cap-
ture cyclical economic exposures, we suggest to select stocks with 
high FCF Yield as a Value proxy, and own names with largest con-
sensus earnings revisions. 

Exhibit 42:
Relative performance of MSCI EM Growth over Value since March 2000
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Source: MSCI, FactSet, Morgan Stanley Research; Note: Trend line is fitted with two degree of polynomial 
equation; R2 of the trend line is 88%; data as of November 11, 2020.

https://ny.matrix.ms.com/eqr/article/webapp/3ad16ce6-1210-11eb-a473-5e946820b046?ch=rpint&sch=ar
https://ny.matrix.ms.com/eqr/article/webapp/3ad16ce6-1210-11eb-a473-5e946820b046?ch=rpint&sch=ar
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Quantitative investment strategies (QIS)

For our quantitative investment strategy universe, an acceler-
ated COVID-19 investment cycle offers opportunities for careful 
tactical portfolio tilts:  The pandemic and its consequences domi-
nate news and the economic outlook, and we expect this to last well 
into 2021. This environment may lead to extraordinary amplitudes in 
the business cycle in the upcoming year and suggests a continued 
need for broad diversification across quantitative investment strate-
gies. While a stable allocation across strategies is key, we introduced 
a two-stage framework for modest strategy tilts in Turmoil Begets 
Opportunity, March 30, 2020. Stage one started right after the 
market correction when volatility was high and fiscal/monetary 
policy responded to COVID-19. Currently we are moving to a more 
established stage two as monetary/fiscal policy supports economic 
recovery and a COVID-19 vaccine is within reach – even though this 
move is not fully synchronized across asset classes.

Stage two strategies are geared towards benefiting from a nor-
malization of the economy… With the normalization of markets 
expected by our strategists in 2021, companies that were particularly 
affected by COVID-19 are expected to benefit disproportionately. 

This should be supportive of a compression of yields between high 
yield and investment grade, benefitting our High Yield versus 
Investment Grade compression strategy. Furthermore, the normal-
ization of the credit term structure offers an attractive carry and roll-
down to a credit curve steepener strategy. After the US election, 
implied volatility levels have come down but remain elevated today, 
offering a supportive environment for volatility carry strategies in 
equities. Finally, we highlight that the emergence of stable market 
trends should be supportive of trend-following strategies.

…but this does NOT mean that stage one strategies will under-
perform: While catalysts for stage one strategy  tilts are weakening, 
the respective quantitative (i.e., systematic) investment strategies 
remain important parts of a strategic asset allocation due to their 
strong fundamental rationale. Commodity Pair Value is such a 
strategy which has illustrated a strong performance over the past 
few years, and we continue to expect the risk premium to last in the 
long term. Among the stage one strategies, the Defensive Trend 
strategy is replaced by a symmetric trend-following approach in 
2021. Equity Quality is a strategy which has a defensive profile but it 
continues to thrive in the current market environment. A combina-
tion of this strategy with Equity Value – which is usually showing 

Exhibit 43:
Sharpe ratios of selected quantitative investment strategies across the business cycle
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https://ny.matrix.ms.com/eqr/article/webapp/2a8c5d26-6de9-11ea-90a6-fccdfdbd87e1?ch=rpint&sch=sr&sr=2
https://ny.matrix.ms.com/eqr/article/webapp/2a8c5d26-6de9-11ea-90a6-fccdfdbd87e1?ch=rpint&sch=sr&sr=2
https://ny.matrix.ms.com/eqr/article/webapp/56dd8674-6508-11e9-83d9-ed82ae2b2260?ch=rpint&sch=ar
https://ny.matrix.ms.com/eqr/article/webapp/dc62ffd6-6872-11ea-bb01-7fc93074ea0c?ch=rpint&sch=ar
https://ny.matrix.ms.com/eqr/article/webapp/dc62ffd6-6872-11ea-bb01-7fc93074ea0c?ch=rpint&sch=ar
https://ny.matrix.ms.com/eqr/article/webapp/d6cafcec-943a-11ea-a3bf-aa6f546eb01e?ch=rpint&sch=ar
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strong performance post-correction – and Equity Low Risk may pro-
vide a good balance between a defensive profile and a recovery play 
in a post-COVID-19 world. Thus, this trio of equity quantitative 
investment strategies should also be highlighted in the context of 
stage two. While the equity Low Vol factor discussed earlier is related 
to this equity Low Risk strategy, it differs in signal design and through 
the beta neutrality of the quantitative investment strategy,  leading 
to different return dynamics.

Over 2021 we expect to move beyond the outlined two post-
COVID-19 stages into a general recovery playbook: COVID-19 is 
expected to fade from the headlines after the roll-out of a vaccine. 
Furthermore, the US election outcome to date does not appear to 
impact our scenarios adversely. Thus, our stage two strategies 
remain central but evolve as the recovery takes further hold. The 
highlighted combination of Value, Quality and Low Risk may benefit 
from rotating to a fully diversified multi-strategy equity portfolio 
including Momentum. While quantitative FX investment strategies 
tend to be flat in a recovery ( Exhibit 43 ), they gain on average per-
formance in an expansion, and investors should have an eye on them 
particularly towards 2H21. In the rates quantitative investment 
strategy space, results are expected to be mixed in a recovery and 
expansion scenario.

In summary, the outlined scenarios are important concepts to keep 
in mind when constructing quantitative investment strategies port-
folios, but it is key to size tactical tilts modestly. Diversification 
remains an important concept, and the challenges to strategy tilting 
mean that any overweights or underweights have to be done with 
care.

Alpha strategies expected to benefit from dispersion among 
equity returns: The swiftly evolving economic environment leads to 
dispersion across equity returns which can only be fully understood 
by combining insights about top-line economic changes with thor-
ough bottom-up equity research. This environment provides oppor-
tunities for our Risk-Reward strategy capturing the information 
content in price target revisions by our analysts for individual equities 
and the sentiment captured in their bull and bear case price forecasts.

https://ny.matrix.ms.com/eqr/article/webapp/ce4eaa78-99ee-11ea-b4fa-1b49a976ad04?ch=rpint&sch=ar
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This year-ahead outlook involved intense discussions 
with the entire Morgan Stanley global economic and 
strategy teams. Here's what we debated: 

Will we see further fiscal support?

The US election appears to have delivered divided government (sub-
jected to Georgia Senate elections on January 5) and, in doing so, has 
complicated the outlook for further easing. Divided government in 
2011-12 was not good for the market, and there is genuine uncertainty 
over what will be possible with such narrow margins in the US House 
and Senate.

Our economists' base case is that we will see the US deficit running 
at 11% of GDP next year. Importantly, we think that this easing is reac-
tive, coming as a result of slowing data and worse COVID-19 trends 
over the winter. But there was significant disagreement around this 
point, and concern that a shift in focus back to ‘austerity’ (as we saw 
in 2011) could mean that the figure for further easing is effectively 
zero. Indeed, a credible bear case for 2021 is the same as the last 
cycle – policy-makers, fearing a rise in debt/GDP ratios, hit the brakes 
too soon, and hamstring the recovery.

How high will yields go?

Our yield forecasts went through several reversions over the last 
several weeks as events unfolded, declining after a 'blue sweep' failed 
to materialize, and rising after recent vaccine headlines. There 
remains a healthy amount of internal debate on how yields weather 
the competing forces of on-hold central banks and high 2021 nominal 
GDP, but we feel comfortable with forecasts that are now well above 
the forwards. 

What we debated

Tactics versus strategy

The outlook for the next 12 months is positive. But risks for th
ahead appear front-loaded – specifically, rapidly incr
COVID-19 cases across the US and Europe that threaten more 
tive measures, control of US Congress hinging on January 5 ele
a still-unresolved outcome for Brexit, and economic forecas
call for some slowing over 4Q20 and 1Q21. We debated whe
not a more cautious message was appropriate as a result.

In the end, we felt that the market would ultimately be fo
looking. This is also a reason why we enter 2021 with a modes
across equities and credit, rather than a large one, as we’d lik
flexibility to raise exposure into weakness caused by the risks

Regions and commodities

Some outlooks produce strong regional preferences. This one
with expected risk-adjusted return pretty similar across major
and credit markets. We saw no reason to ‘force’ a story that isn’
numbers. Commodities were also notable: 'top down', our na
would appear ideal, given forecasts for stronger global growth
inflation and a weaker USD. But we have fundamental conc
many key markets, and ultimately believed these would win 

Andrew Sheets
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To better understand where Morgan Stanley strategists are out of 
consensus, or where we are forecasting unusual moves versus his-
tory, the cross-asset team runs an exercise every outlook process, 
examining whether our 12-month price targets are consistent with 
each other, and historical moves. 

We run simple multi-variable linear regressions for every forecast 
market, using all other markets' performance as variables. For 
example, our model would look at whether the S&P next 12-month 
forecast price change is roughly in line with, say, what our FX strate-
gists are expecting for USD/JPY, where our rates team sees UST yields 
going, or what our credit colleagues believe to be the right level for 
US HY spreads. If the expected 12-month return for one asset 
diverges significantly from what's forecast for other markets, there 
could be two possibilities: i) The price target is inconsistent with 
Morgan Stanley Research's outlook, and where we are most likely to 
be wrong; or ii) Our strategists are expecting moves which are 
unusual compared to history, for good reason. It's the second cate-
gory that interests us the most here. 

Exhibit 44:
Forecast face-off model – how do our price targets compare to each 
other and history?

Where do our forecasts diverge most from
historical relationships?
Cross-Asset Strategy Team 

Our forecast face-off model suggests that behavior of t
below is likely going to deviate the most from the historica
over the next 12 months:

European equities and EUR: As in our last outlook from
strategists' expected returns for European assets stand ou
stronger than what history would suggest, given other team
tations for risk assets and rates. In particular, our 12-mon
calling for stronger European equities and a stronger EU
deviation from past correlations. We think this makes sense
catalysts we see for the region – clarity on a vaccine shou
Europe more given the significant impact it's had on the reg
further increases in the ECB QE program and the expecte
on the EU recovery fund – both without precedent in prior
least not on this scale – should serve as guard rails for liq
growth. 

EM equities: Also similar to the last outlook, our strategis
jecting much weaker performance for EM equities than o
tions for a weaker USD,  buoyant  forecasts for US and 
equities, and stronger global growth. The cautious EM retu
is also in contrast to what our own cross-asset cycle mod
suggest – that EM stocks should outperform when the eco
recovery. Our Asia/EM equity team argues that this time it's
for EM equities, given what it sees as accelerating struct
lenges that impact the regional and sectoral make-up o
market.
42

Source: Bloomberg, Morgan Stanley Research; Note: Our 'model' numbers are based on linear regressions, 
using the last 15 years of history to examine cross-asset relationships. The model flags a divergence if 
the magnitude of move predicted by our strategists falls outside the model's 1 standard deviation range.
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Expected returns and risk/reward
Global asset classes – expected 12-month return vs. risk 

Source: Morgan Stanley Research. Note: 'Expected returns' based on Morgan Stanley Strategy 2Q21 forecasts and current market prices. Correlation is 10Y  relative to global equities (MSCI 
ACWI). Credit returns are excess returns. Low correlations include  negative correlations. Volatility is the average of long-term average and option implied where available. 

Exhibit 45:
Morgan Stanley key market forecasts

Bear Base Bull

Equities

S&P 500 3,537 3,375 3,900 4,175

MSCI Europe 1,562 1,410 1,730 1,870

Topix 1,726 1,300 1,870 2,000

MSCI EM 1,182 900 1,250 1,400

FX

USD/JPY 105 99 105 108

EUR/USD 1.18 1.15 1.25 1.30

GBP/USD 1.31 1.21 1.32 1.40

AUD/USD 0.72 0.70 0.77 0.80

USD/INR 74.6 69.1 72.0 77.0

USD/ZAR 15.6 14.8 15.0 16.9

USD/BRL 5.46 5.10 5.30 5.90

Rates (% percent)

UST 10yr 0.88 1.75 1.45 1.00

DBR 10yr -0.54 0.05 -0.20 -0.90

UKT 10yr 0.34 1.00 0.70 -0.15

JGB 10yr 0.03 0.15 0.00 0.00

Credit (bps)

US IG 115 150 100 80

US HY 435 600 350 300

EUR IG 69 110 60 40

EUR HY 408 550 350 275

Italy 10yr 122 250 85 55

EM Sovs 380 575 360 325

US CMBS AAA 80 115 70 55

Agency MBS 24 45 25 15

Commodities

Brent 43.5 40.0 50.0 60.0

Copper 3.1 3.0 3.5 4.2

Gold 1,875 1,606 1,825 2,190

As of Nov 

12, 2020

Q4 2021 Forecast

Source: Markit, MSCI, Bloomberg, The Yield Book, Morgan Stanley Research forecasts 

Exhibit 46:
12m return and risk forecasts

Source: Bloomberg, Morgan Stanley Research forecasts; Note: We show total  returns based on December 
2021 targets. Commodity returns are versus futures to adjust for carry.
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Exhibit 47:
Current Morgan Stanley asset allocations

MS Asset Allocation Views

Equities +4% +3%

US +1% +1%

Europe +2%

Japan +1% +1%

EM 0% +1%

Govt. Bonds -4%

US -3%

Europe -1% +1%

Japan 0% -1%

EM Local (FX-hedged) 0%

Credit +4%

US Corp. +1%

EU Corp. +2%

EM Sov. 0%

Securitised +1%

Cash -4% -3%

Commod. 0%

O/W vs.
Benchmark

Change
vs. Last Month

Source: Morgan Stanley Research Note: Text in grey represents the change vs. previous allocation.

Exhibit 48:
What's in our benchmarks?

Asset Sub-Asset Weight Returns Index
Sub-

Weights

US Equities 25% SPX Index 25%

European Equities 10% MSCI Europe 10%

Japan Equities 5% TOPIX 5%

EM Equities 10% MSCI EM 10%

US Rates 10% UST 10yr 10%

European Rates 10% DBR 10yr 10%

Japan Rates 5% JGB 10yr 5%

EM Local 5% MS EM Local Index* 5%

US BIG Corp index (Yield Book) 4%

US HY Market (Yield Book) 2%

iBoxx EUR IG Corporate Index 2%

iBoxx EUR HY Index 1%

EM Sovereigns 3% EMBI Global Index 3%

Agency MBS 0.75%

Non-Agency MBS 0.75%

CLO 0.75%

CMBS 0.75%

Commodities 2% Bloomberg Commodity Index 2%

Cash 3% US Libor 1m 3%

6%

European Corporates 3%

Securitized Credit 3%

Other

Equities

Rates

Credit

US Corporates

Source: Bloomberg, Morgan Stanley Research forecasts; Note: * MS constant-weighted basket of 10yr 
Local bonds.
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Morgan Stanley key economic forecasts
Exhibit 49:
Morgan Stanley key economic forecasts

Quarterly

2020 2021 2022 2020E 2021

Real GDP (%Q, SAAR) 1Q 2Q 3QE 4QE 1QE 2QE 3QE 4QE 1QE 2QE 3QE 4QE

Global -12.7 -16.6 37.1 6.9 5.5 7.3 5.0 5.1 4.6 3.5 3.4 3.7 -3.5 6.4

G10 -7.8 -35.3 42.1 -0.4 4.3 8.8 6.0 4.6 3.3 2.7 2.3 2.1 -5.4 5.1

   US -5.0 -31.4 33.1 4.8 4.5 8.6 5.8 5.3 3.6 2.9 2.4 2.0 -3.5 5.9

   Euro Area -14.1 -39.5 60.5 -8.7 4.2 10.0 6.4 4.6 3.2 2.3 2.3 2.2 -7.2 5.0

   Japan -2.3 -28.1 20.8 3.0 1.4 4.2 3.3 2.5 2.4 2.0 1.2 1.2 -5.2 2.4

   UK -9.7 -58.7 78.0 -11.5 6.6 16.5 10.8 4.5 4.1 3.6 3.6 3.6 -11.4 5.3

EM (%Y) -1.9 -6.9 -1.2 1.8 8.2 12.5 6.2 4.6 4.7 4.7 4.8 4.8 -2.0 7.4

   China (%Y) -6.8 3.2 4.9 6.1 19.6 8.0 6.4 5.0 5.0 5.3 5.5 5.5 2.3 9.0

   India (%Y) 3.1 -23.9 -6.0 3.5 4.2 27.9 7.0 5.0 5.4 5.5 6.5 6.4 -5.7 9.8

   Brazil (%Y) -0.3 -11.4 -3.7 -0.4 1.8 13.0 3.5 0.1 1.7 2.2 2.9 3.8 -4.0 4.3

   Russia (%Y) 1.6 -8.0 -4.6 -4.4 -3.2 7.5 4.4 4.7 4.5 3.5 2.8 2.2 -4.0 3.4

Consumer price inflation (%Y)

Global* 3.2 1.9 2.1 1.5 1.6 2.4 2.1 2.3 2.4 2.5 2.6 2.6 2.2 2.1

G10 1.6 0.3 0.6 0.4 0.6 1.6 1.3 1.5 1.7 1.8 1.9 1.9 0.7 1.2

   US 2.1 0.4 1.3 1.0 1.1 2.5 1.8 2.0 2.3 2.5 2.6 2.6 1.2 1.8

   Euro Area 1.1 0.2 0.0 -0.3 0.2 0.8 1.0 1.4 1.4 1.5 1.5 1.4 0.3 0.9

   Japan** 0.5 0.1 0.2 -0.4 -0.4 0.0 -0.5 -0.1 0.0 0.2 0.5 0.5 0.1 -0.2

   UK 1.7 0.6 0.6 0.4 0.5 1.5 1.3 1.7 1.8 1.6 1.7 1.8 0.8 1.3

EM* 4.5 3.2 3.2 2.4 2.3 3.1 2.8 2.9 2.9 3.0 3.1 3.1 3.3 2.8

   China 5.0 2.7 2.3 0.4 0.7 1.9 1.6 2.2 2.2 2.2 2.1 2.1 2.6 1.6

   India 6.7 6.6 6.9 5.9 5.2 5.2 4.3 3.3 3.6 4.1 4.8 5.3 6.5 4.5

   Brazil 3.8 2.1 2.6 3.7 3.5 4.7 4.4 3.4 3.5 3.7 3.9 3.7 3.1 4.0

   Russia 2.4 3.1 3.5 3.7 3.7 3.2 3.5 3.9 4.0 4.1 4.0 4.1 3.2 3.6

Monetary policy rate (% p.a.)

   US 0.125 0.125 0.125 0.125 0.125 0.125 0.125 0.125 0.125 0.125 0.125 0.125 0.125 0.12

   Euro Area# -0.50 -0.50 -0.50 -0.50 -0.50 -0.50 -0.50 -0.50 -0.50 -0.50 -0.50 -0.50 -0.50 -0.5

   Japan -0.10 -0.10 -0.10 -0.10 -0.10 -0.10 -0.10 -0.10 -0.10 -0.10 -0.10 -0.10 -0.10 -0.1

   UK 0.75 0.10 0.10 0.10 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.10 0.00

   China^^ 1.83 1.99 2.20 2.20 2.20 2.20 2.20 2.20 2.20 2.20 2.20 2.20 2.20 2.20

   India 4.40 4.00 4.00 4.00 4.00 4.00 4.00 4.25 4.50 5.00 5.25 5.75 4.00 4.25

   Brazil 3.75 2.25 2.00 2.00 2.00 2.00 2.00 3.00 4.00 5.00 5.00 5.00 2.00 3.00

   Russia 6.00 4.50 4.25 4.25 4.25 4.25 4.50 4.75 4.75 5.00 5.00 5.00 4.25 4.75

Annu

Source: IMF, Morgan Stanley Research forecasts; Note: Global and regional aggregates for GDP growth are GDP-weighted averages, using PPP weights; Japan policy rate is the interest rate on excess reserv
bers are period average. Global* and EM* Consumer Price Inflation Aggregates exclude Argentina.  ̂ ^China's policy rate refers to the 7-day repo rate. **Japan CPI includes VAT and free child education impac
policy rate refers to depo rate. 
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Morgan Stanley global currency forecasts
Exhibit 50:
Morgan Stanley  FX forecasts – click here for custom cross forecasts

 2021 2022

1Q 2Q 3Q 4Q 1Q 2Q 3Q

EUR/USD 1.20 1.23 1.24 1.25 1.24 1.23 1.22

USD/JPY 103 103 104 105 105 105 105

GBP/USD 1.33 1.35 1.32 1.32 1.32 1.32 1.32

USD/CHF 0.88 0.87 0.88 0.87 0.88 0.90 0.91

USD/SEK 8.25 7.97 7.82 7.68 7.68 7.68 7.68

USD/NOK 8.58 8.13 8.06 7.88 7.98 8.08 8.19

USD/CAD 1.26 1.23 1.24 1.25 1.26 1.27 1.29

AUD/USD 0.74 0.75 0.76 0.77 0.77 0.77 0.77

NZD/USD 0.70 0.72 0.73 0.74 0.74 0.74 0.74

EUR/JPY 124 127 129 131 130 129 128

EUR/GBP 0.90 0.91 0.94 0.95 0.94 0.93 0.93

EUR/CHF 1.06 1.08 1.09 1.09 1.10 1.11 1.12

EUR/SEK 9.90 9.80 9.70 9.60 9.53 9.46 9.39

EUR/NOK 10.30 10.00 10.00 9.85 9.90 9.96 10.01

USD/CNY 6.55 6.50 6.45 6.40 6.38 6.37 6.36

USD/HKD 7.75 7.75 7.75 7.75 7.75 7.75 7.75

USD/IDR 13,800 13,600 13,550 13,500 13,500 13,500 13,500 1

USD/INR 73.00 72.50 72.30 72.00 72.10 72.10 72.20

USD/KRW 1090 1085 1080 1075 1082 1090 1097

USD/MYR 4.05 4.00 3.95 3.90 3.90 3.90 3.90

USD/PHP 47.30 47.10 46.80 46.50 46.80 47.10 47.30

USD/SGD 1.32 1.32 1.31 1.31 1.31 1.31 1.31

USD/TWD 28.20 28.10 28.00 27.90 28.30 28.70 29.20

USD/THB 30.10 30.00 29.80 29.50 29.50 29.50 29.50

USD/BRL 5.25 5.10 5.30 5.30 5.17 5.04 4.90

USD/MXN 20.00 19.75 20.00 20.00 20.00 20.00 20.00

USD/ARS 97 103 110 130 135 140 145

USD/CLP 735 725 750 770 766 762 758

USD/COP 3,550 3,600 3,550 3,600 3,518 3,436 3,353

USD/PEN 3.53 3.49 3.50 3.50 3.48 3.47 3.45

USD/ZAR 15.3 15.0 15.0 15.0 15.0 15.0 15.0

USD/TRY 8.00 8.25 8.50 8.75 9.00 9.25 9.50

USD/ILS 3.42 3.43 3.43 3.43 3.43 3.43 3.44

USD/RUB 75.0 74.4 73.5 73.0 70.1 67.3 64.4

EUR/PLN 4.45 4.42 4.40 4.38 4.35 4.32 4.28

EUR/CZK 26.2 26.0 26.0 26.0 26.3 26.5 26.8

EUR/HUF 355 352 350 350 347 345 342

DXY Index 91 89 89 89 89 90 90

Fed's Broad USD 112 111 111 111 111 112 112

ECB EUR TWI 99.2 100.4 101.0 101.3 100.8 100.4 99.9

Source: Morgan Stanley Research forecasts
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Morgan Stanley government bond yield/
spread forecasts
Exhibit 51:
Morgan Stanley government bond yield/spread forecasts – base cases

2-Year 5-Year 10-Year 30-Year

  2Q21 4Q21 2Q21 4Q21 2Q21 4Q21 2Q21 4

US 0.35 0.40 0.65 0.70 1.30 1.45 2.20

Germany -0.60 -0.55 -0.60 -0.50 -0.35 -0.20 0.15

Japan -0.15 -0.15 -0.10 -0.10 0.00 0.00 0.55

UK 0.00 0.10 0.20 0.30 0.55 0.70 1.05

Australia 0.10 0.10 0.30 0.40 1.10 1.20 2.15

New Zealand 0.10 0.10 0.25 0.40 0.85 1.10 n/a

Canada 0.30 0.35 0.60 0.70 1.00 1.15 1.60

Austria* 0 0 5 5 10 5 25

Netherlands* 0 0 0 0 5 5 5

France* 5 5 5 5 20 15 40

Belgium* 5 5 5 5 15 10 40

Ireland* 10 5 10 5 25 15 40

Spain* 15 10 35 25 60 50 95

Italy* 30 20 70 60 95 85 135

Portugal* 15 10 30 20 55 45 80

Source: Morgan Stanley Research forecasts. Note: *Yield spread to Bunds.

Exhibit 52:
Morgan Stanley government bond yield/spread forecasts – bull, bear, base cases

Bull Base Bear

2Q21 4Q21 2Q21 4Q21 2Q21 4Q

US 0.80 1.00 1.30 1.45 1.40 1

Germany -0.80 -0.90 -0.35 -0.20 -0.15 0

Japan 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.10 0

UK -0.05 -0.15 0.55 0.70 0.80 1

Australia 0.70 0.70 1.10 1.20 1.15 1

New Zealand 0.40 0.45 0.85 1.10 1.00 1

Canada 0.55 0.60 1.00 1.15 1.00 1

Austria* 5 0 10 5 35

Netherlands* 0 -5 5 5 30

France* 10 5 20 15 55

Belgium* 10 5 15 10 50

Ireland* 15 10 25 15 70 1

Spain* 35 25 60 50 125 1

Italy* 75 55 95 85 200 2

Portugal* 30 25 55 45 130 1

  10-year

Source: Morgan Stanley Research forecasts; Note: *Yield spread to Bunds.
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Valuation methodology and risks
Exhibit 53:
FX trades

Trade Entry date Entry level Rationale Risks

Long AUD/
USD

15-Nov-20 0.7236 AUD should gain along with USD weakness and a global growth pick-up. 
The RBA might get concerned with AUD strength above 0.75 but a posi-
tive global backdrop, economic linkages to Asia and high risk-adjusted 
carry should keep inflows on track.

RBA easing more aggressively 
than expected, risk sentiment 
weakening substantially.

Short GBP/
NZD

15-Nov-20 1.9302 A relative value play as NZD outperforms on the back of the RBNZ con-
tinuing to surprise to the hawkish side. Meanwhile, the underperformance 
in UK growth and the UK having the lowest real yields in G10 make GBP 
an underperformer in 2021.

RBNZ turning significantly more 
dovish and easing further in 
2021. UK growth outperforming, 
perhaps on the back of a better-
than-expected EU-UK trade deal.

Long EUR/
USD

15-Nov-20 1.1814 EUR/USD should rise to 1.25 by end-2021, with the bulk of the rally 
coming in 1H21 when the eurozone economies come out of lockdown 
and the COVID-19 vaccine distribution boosts global travel. The eurozone 
economy contracting in 4Q20, resulting in more ECB easing in December, 
could provide a dip-buying opportunity.

COVID-19 vaccine is not readily 
available in 2021, with eurozone 
economies returning to lock-
downs.

Long SEK 
and NOK 
basket 
versus EUR

15-Nov-20 100 Improving global risk sentiment and stronger growth profiles compared 
to the eurozone allow SEK and NOK to rise against EUR. The Riksbank is 
less concerned about SEK strength, focusing its easing on QE rather than 
a rate cut, while Norges Bank starts gearing up for a rate hike in 2022.

Global risk sells off and euro-
zone and global growth con-
cerns return, prompting the 
Riksbank and Norges Bank to 
ease policy further.

Source: Morgan Stanley Research
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Exhibit 54:
Rates trades

Trade Entry date Entry level Rationale Risks

5s30s curve 
steepeners 
(Dv01 weight 
1:1)

6-Nov-20 124bp We convert our duration shorts to steepeners, to add some 
rolldown and carry and also add some protection in case the 
Fed looks to push back against the timing of the first rate 
hike.

Increasing weakness in economic 
data or lockdowns could lead to lower 
yields and flatter curves.

Long 
Germany 
30y versus 
short US 30y

15-Nov-20 176bp Negative net supply, slower growth and slower inflation keep 
the German long end supported while in the US supply 
remains ample in the long end net of QE purchases, growth 
and inflation return faster and the Fed’s AIT approach 
encourages steepeners.  

Risks include more German long-end 
supply than anticipated and a faster 
return to growth/inflation in the euro 
area that leads the ECB to taper 
sooner than expected.  Additional risk 
includes the Fed putting in place yield 
curve control measures.

BTPs 5s30s 
flattener

15-Nov-20 143bp Continued reach for yield in the euro area bond markets as 
the ECB maintains a strong pace of QE and EU monies 
replace a portion of primary market issuance in the 
periphery.

Vaccine developments and a resur-
gence in economic growth lead to a 
faster taper and faster return of infla-
tion that results in longer-maturity 
bond yields climbing as front-ends 
remain pegged.

Long 2051 
ACGB versus 
short US 30y 
Treasury

16-Oct-20 ACGB at 1.67% 
versus UST at 
1.53%

Australian yields are likely to remain pinned should RBA 
easing take place, while US yields may be more likely to rise 
amid potentially greater fiscal spending in the US.

The RBA fails to ease, enabling higher 
Australian yields, or US fiscal expan-
sion fails to transpire.

Long 10y 
CAGB versus 
short 10y 
UST

15-Nov-20 17bp Canadian yields are unlikely to outpace US yields to the 
upside. While both long ends tend to co-move, we see less 
scope for higher Canadian yields, in line with their historical 
beta. As a result, we think that higher US yields will partially 
translate into higher Canadian yields. Moreover, the BoC has 
been shifting its asset purchases increasingly into longer-
dated CAGBs, which should further limit their yield increases.

The  BoC tapers its asset purchase 
program sooner than we expect, 
leading to long-end CAGB weakness.

Long 10y 
ACGB versus 
short 10y 
NZGB

15-Nov-20 5.75bp We think that NZGBs will underperform ACGBs this year. 
Both yields are likely to rise but we think that Australian yield 
increases will be limited by the combination of continued 
RBA purchases and inflows into Australian fixed income. 
New Zealand yields have more scope to rise as we see risks 
that the RBNZ will continue to surprise markets to the 
hawkish side. 

The RBNZ eases policy further, per-
haps in response to a global or local 
shock, putting downward pressure on 
NZGB yields.

Source: Morgan Stanley Research
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Exhibit 55:
EM trades and stances

Trade Entry date           Entry level Rationale Risks

Pay 5y CNY 
NDIRS

19-Oct-20 2.73 We believe the next leg of China rates would be higher, given the economic 
recovery, a trough in inflation, a possibly more hawkish PBOC, fewer index 
inflows early near year and ongoing bond issuance. 5yr NDIRS moved higher 
post Golden Week and we like to pay rates and target 3%.

A slower recovery in China.

Long 10y 
INDOGBs

23-Oct-20 6.59 A stronger IDR would help drive IDR duration stronger. Foreign positioning in 
INDOGBs is still light. The Finance Ministry sold a record high of IDR 28.7 tril-
lion of government bonds in the latest auction, further affirming the recent 
strong demand trend. As for BI, our economists expect no further rate cut, and 
with inflation staying within BI's target range, the real yields of Indonesia 
should continue to be attractive to global investors.

Global risk sell-off and a 
weaker IDR.

Buy SAGB 
8 ¾ 
02/28/48

24-Jun-20 11.30 Scaleback of issuance tenor, more aggressive drawdown of cash balances 
and higher T-bill issuance resulting in lower SAGB supply versus expectations 
and envisaged expenditure cuts should bode well for SAGBs. We remove the 
FX hedge in line with the stance move to bullish on EMFX.

Execution risks and wors-
ening broader EM senti-
ment.

Short USD/
INR 3m 
NDF

8-Sep-20 74.54 The RBI is facing a dilemma: i) Growth will likely remain weak; ii) The govern-
ment is still prudent on fiscal policy; and iii) The RBI would like to cut rates but 
inflation doesn't allow it to deliver that. Hence, to solve this, the RBI would tol-
erate some appreciation in INR, in our view, as it would not affect the export 
sector but just catch up with the broad USD weakness. 

More FX intervention from 
the RBI.

Short USD/
IDR 3m 
NDF

11-Nov-20 14310 Foreign inflows have been particularly strong after the approval of the new 
omnibus law. In terms of valuation IDR so far has been the worst-performing 
local currency YTD, despite a narrower current account deficit since late last 
year. We see IDR further catching up with other high-yielders as we turn bullish 
on EMFX.

A global risk-off sentiment 
and stronger USD.

Like 
Ukraine 
Hard 
Currency 
Bonds

5-Oct-20 NA Ukraine valuations now look fair, leaving any further outperformance depen-
dent on broader credit spreads rallying, while at the same time their stronger 
credit fundamentals mean they can avoid any debt standstill talks. The GDP 
warrant now offers the best risk/reward when compared to bonds

IMF negotiations break 
down completely.

Like Brazil 
Hard 
Currency 
Bonds

3-Aug-20 NA Other than valuations, which now favor Brazil, Brazil should also lead the race 
from the bottom in terms of growth, external balances are performing better 
and there is a renewed reform momentum.

Spending cap is removed in 
Brazil without offsetting 
measures.

Like Egypt 
Hard 
Currency 
Bonds

19-Jun-20 NA IMF program should support the BoP position. FX flexibility is also positive. Prolonged recovery in 
tourism. 

Like South 
Africa Hard 
Currency 
Bonds

23-Oct-20 NA Even though debt dynamics remain unfavorable, progress is beginning to 
unfold around land, energy and telecommunications reform as well as law 
enforcement. Momentum in these reform measures should help to improve 
the balance of risks itself, which should be seen positively amid lack of euro-
bond issuance by the sovereign.

Unfavorable debt dynamics 
and a larger-than-expected 
fiscal deficit.

Source: Morgan Stanley Research
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Exhibit 56:
Credit trades and stances

Trade Entry date           Entry level Rationale Risks

Sell iTraxx 
Xover versus 
5x iTraxx 
Main

15-Nov-20 35bp IG spreads have retraced more of their COVID-19-induced wid-
ening than HY. Going forward, we believe the ongoing economic 
recovery continues to favor a down-in-quality bias, with more 
potential upside in HY relative to IG.

If progress on dealing with 
COVID-19 takes longer than cur-
rently envisioned in our base 
case, HY is likely to underperform. 

Long CDX HY 
versus CDX IG

15-Nov-20 6.4x IG spreads have retraced more of their COVID-19-induced wid-
ening than HY. Going forward, we believe the ongoing economic 
recovery continues to favor a down-in-quality bias, with more 
potential upside in HY relative to IG.

If progress on dealing with 
COVID-19 takes longer than cur-
rently envisioned in our base 
case, HY is likely to underperform. 

Source: Morgan Stanley Research
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Exhibit 57:
History of recommendation for cross-asset trades

Instrument Maturity Trade Entry Date Entry Level Exit Date Exit Level
Target/ 

Objective

Stop/Re-

assess

Size of Trade or 

Unit/Notional

CUSIP/ISIN/

BLOOMBERG

Brent Crude 1y Long 1 $45 Call vs Short 2 $53 Call 1Y Buy Brent 1yr 45$/53$ 1x2 Call Spreads 14-Jun-20 0.00% 08-Sep-20 1.70% CO12 Comdty

Brent Crude 1y Long 1 $45 Call vs Short 2 $53 Call 1y Buy Brent 1yr 45$/53$ 1x2 Call Spreads 14-Jun-20 0.00% 10-Sep-20 1.70% CO12 Comdty

Brent Crude 3m 50$ Call 3m Sell Brent Crude 3m 50$ Call 8-Sep-20 3.50% 15-Nov-20 3.50% CO12 Comdty

Instrument Maturity Trade Entry Date Entry Level Exit Date Exit Level
Target/ 

Objective

Stop/Re-

assess

Size of Trade or 

Unit/Notional

CUSIP/ISIN/

BLOOMBERG

US Government Bonds 5 Yr Yield 5y UST 5s30s Steepener 20-May-20 108 14-Jun-20 115.00 USGG5YR Index

US Government Bonds 30 Yr Yield 30y UST 5s30s Steepener 20-May-20 108 14-Jun-20 115.00 USGG30YR Index

US Government Bonds 7 Yr Yield 7Y UST 7s30s Steepener 14-Jun-20 97 24-Jul-20 84.10 USGG7YR Index

US Government Bonds 30 Yr Yield 30Y UST 7s30s Steepener 14-Jun-20 97 24-Jul-20 84.10 USGG30YR Index

Instrument Maturity Trade Entry Date Entry Level Exit Date Exit Level
Target/ 

Objective

Stop/Re-

assess

Size of Trade or 

Unit/Notional

CUSIP/ISIN/

BLOOMBERG

USD/ZAR - Long EMFX Basket (RUB, ZAR, IDR, INR, HUF)
USD/ZAR Spot 14-Jun-20 16.6841 22-Jun-20 17.30 USDZAR Curncy

USD/IDR 12m Long EMFX Basket (RUB, ZAR, IDR, INR, HUF)
USD/IDR 12m NDF 14-Jun-20 15219 22-Jun-20 14969.00 IHN+12M Curncy

USD/INR 12m Long EMFX Basket (RUB, ZAR, IDR, INR, HUF)
USD/INR 12m NDF 14-Jun-20 78.8 22-Jun-20 79.40 IRN+12M Curncy

USD/HUF - Long EMFX Basket (RUB, ZAR, IDR, INR, HUF)
USD/IDR Spot 14-Jun-20 302.6 22-Jun-20 309.40 USDHUF Curncy

USD/MXN 12m Worse-of Basket: MXN/BRL/COP Oct 2021 Call (5% OTMS, Cost: 0.61%) 29-Sep-20 0.61% 23-Oct-20 0.61% 10m USDMXN Curncy

USD/BRL 12m Worse-of Basket: MXN/BRL/COP Oct 2021 Call (5% OTMS, Cost: 0.61%) 29-Sep-20 0.61% 23-Oct-20 0.61% USDBRL Curncy

USD/COP 12m Worse-of Basket: MXN/BRL/COP Oct 2021 Call (5% OTMS, Cost: 0.61%) 29-Sep-20 0.61% 23-Oct-20 0.61% USDCOP Curncy

USD/MXN 12m Worse-of Basket: MXN/BRL/COP Oct 2021 Call (5% OTMS) 14-Oct-20 0.56% 11-Nov-20 1.00% USDMXN Curncy

USD/BRL 12m Worse-of Basket: MXN/BRL/COP Oct 2021 Call (5% OTMS) 14-Oct-20 0.56% 11-Nov-20 1.00% USDBRL Curncy

USD/COP 12m Worse-of Basket: MXN/BRL/COP Oct 2021 Call (5% OTMS) 14-Oct-20 0.56% 11-Nov-20 1.00% USDCOP Curncy

USD/JPY 12m Buy USD/JPY 12-month 40 delta put at 2.35%, strike 106.50 26-Nov-18 2.35% 29-Nov-19 JPY12M Curncy

USD/JPY 12m Long USD/JPY 1y 25D puts 25-Nov-18 1.43% 17-Nov-19 USDJPY Cunrcy

Instrument Maturity Trade Entry Date Entry Level Exit Date Exit Level
Target/ 

Objective

Stop/Re-

assess

Size of Trade or 

Unit/Notional

CUSIP/ISIN/

BLOOMBERG

IBEX 35 Index - Long Spain and Italy vs. EM Equity 14-Jun-20 7292 08-Sep-20 6953.00 IBEX Index

FTSEMIB Index - Long Spain and Italy vs. EM Equity 14-Jun-20 18888 08-Sep-20 19377.00 FTSEMIB Index

MSCI Emerging Markets Index - Long Spain and Italy vs. EM Equity 14-Jun-20 987 08-Sep-20 1095.00 MXEF Index

Instrument Maturity Trade Entry Date Entry Level Exit Date Exit Level
Target/ 

Objective

Stop/Re-

assess

Size of Trade or 

Unit/Notional

CUSIP/ISIN/

BLOOMBERG

CDX IG 1Y Long CDX IG 5s10s Flattener (Duration Neutral) 9-Jun-19 48.00 17-Nov-19 IBOXUMAE Index

CDX IG 5Y Long 10Y CDX IG32  vs. short 5Y CDX IG32 10-Jun-19 54.00 10-Dec-19 IBOXUMAE Index

CDX IG 10Y Long 10Y CDX IG32  vs. short 5Y CDX IG32 10-Jun-19 101.00 10-Dec-19 IBOXUMAE Index

CDX IG 7Y Long 7Y CDX IG32  vs. short 5Y CDX IG32 18-Jul-19 83.00 18-Jan-20 IBOXUMAE Index

CDX IG 5Y Long 7Y CDX IG32  vs. short 5Y CDX IG32 18-Jul-19 54.66 18-Jan-20 IBOXUMAE Index

CDX IG 1.5Y Short 5Y CDX IG27 18-Jul-19 28.00 18-Jan-20 IBOXUMAE Index

CDX IG 1.5Y Long 10Y CDX IG27 18-Jul-19 86.00 18-Jan-20 IBOXUMAE Index

CDX IG 4m Long CDX IG September 70/90 Payer Spreads 9-Sep-19 64.40 17-Nov-19 IBOXUMAE Index

Iboxx USD AxJ IG 5Y Long Asia IG corporates vs Short CDX IG 17-Nov-19 161.00 17-May-20 IBXXAX90 Index

CDX IG 5Y Long Asia IG corporates vs Short CDX IG 17-Nov-19 51.48 17-May-20 IBOXUMAE Index

CDX IG 1Y Long CDX IG 5s10s Flattener (Duration Neutral) 17-Nov-19 47.00 17-Mar-20 124.70 IBOXUMAE Index

CDX IG 3m Buy CDX IG Dec-19 60/75 Payer Spreads 1-Nov-19 0.00 02-Dec-19 IBOXUMAE Index

CDX IG 4m Buy CDX IG March 60/75 Payer Spreads 17-Nov-19 0.00 10-Jan-20 0.00 IBOXUMAE Index

CDX HY33 BB 5Y Short BB CDS vs Long CDX IG 18-Nov-19 126.46bp 18-May-20 IBOXHYSE Index

CDX IG 5Y Short BB CDS vs Long CDX IG 18-Nov-19 52.42bp 18-May-20 IBOXUMAE Index

CDX IG31 0-3% 5Y Short CDX IG31 0-3% Tranche vs. Long CDX IG 31 Delta-adjusted 18-Nov-19 859bp 18-May-20 IBOXUMAE Index

CDX IG 31 5Y Short CDX IG31 0-3% Tranche vs. Long CDX IG 31 Delta-adjusted 18-Nov-19 40.7bp 18-May-20 IBOXUMAE Index

ITRX EUR32 5Y Long iTraxx Main vs. Short CDX IG 18-Nov-19 48.6bp 18-May-20 ITRXEBE Index

CDX IG 33 5Y Long iTraxx Main vs. Short CDX IG 18-Nov-19 52.42bp 18-May-20 IBOXUMAE Index

CDX IG 3m Buy CDX IG Mar-20 60/75 Payer Spreads 2-Dec-19 0.10% 17-Jan-20 0.01% IBOXUMAE Index

CDX IG 3m Buy CDX IG March 60/75 Payer Spreads 10-Jan-20 0.00 17-Mar-20 124.70 IBOXUMAE Index

CDX IG 16-Mar-20 Buy CDX IG Mar-20 55/70 Payer Spreads 17-Jan-20 0.00 25-Feb-20 IBOXUMAE Index

CDX IG 20-May-20 Buy CDX IG May-20 65/85 Payer Spreads 25-Feb-20 0.00 25-Mar-20 IBOXUMAE Index

CDX IG 20-May-20 Buy CDX IG May-20 1x2 Receiver Spreads (45D/25D) 25-Mar-20 0.00 30-Apr-20 IBOXUMAE Index

CDX IG 5Y Credit Decompression Hedged with CDX IG May 150 Strike Puts 25-Mar-20 0.00 30-Apr-20 IBOXUMAE Index

CDX HY 5Y Credit Decompression Hedged with CDX IG May 150 Strike Puts 25-Mar-20 0.00 30-Apr-20 IBOXHYSE Index

CDX IG 20-May-20 Credit Decompression Hedged with CDX IG May 150 Strike Puts 25-Mar-20 0.00 30-Apr-20 IBOXUMAE Index

CDX IG 20-Jun-20 Buy CDX IG June-20 1x2 Receiver Spreads (45D/25D) 15-Apr-20 0.00% 20-May-20 2.00% IBOXUMAE Index

CDX IG 20-Jun-20 Sell CDX IG June 90bp Strike Straddle 30-Apr-20 1.00% 04-Jun-20 1.00% IBOXUMAE Index

CDX IG 2m Buy CDX IG 2m Bullish Risk Reversals (70/90) 4-Jun-20 0.00% 30-Jun-20 0.00 IBOXUMAE Index

CDX IG 5Y Buy Protection on CDX IG33 Mezz Tranche (7-15%) 14-Jun-20 100bp 24-Jul-20 88bp IBOXUMAE Index

CDX IG 7-15% 5Y Short 7-15% vs. Index delta-adjusted 14-Jun-20 76bp 31-Jul-20 IBOXUMAE Index

CDX IG 6m Buy CDX IG 6m Bullish Risk Reversals 30-Jun-20 0.00% 04-Aug-20 0.20% IBOXUMAE Index

CDX IG 3m Sell CDX IG 3m 30D Puts 30-Jun-20 0.26% 04-Aug-20 0.10% IBOXUMAE Index

CDX IG 6m Buy CDX IG 3m Put Spread Collar 4-Aug-20 0.06% 14-Oct-20 0.10% IBOXUMAE Index

CDX IG 3m CDX IG Covered Shorts (Buy CDX IG Protection, Sell CDX IG 3m 30D Puts) 10-Sep-20 68bp 14-Oct-20 54bp IBOXUMAE Index

CDX IG 18-Dec-20 Buy CDX IG35 Dec-20 1x2 Payer Spreads (50D/30D) 14-Oct-20 -0.05% 11-Nov-20 0.00% IBOXUMAE Index

CDX IG 18-Dec-20 Buy CDX IG35 Dec-20 1x2 Payer Spreads (50D/30D) 14-Oct-20 0.00 11-Nov-20 0.00 IBOXUMAE Index

Iboxx USD AxJ IG 5Y Long Asia IG corporates vs Short CDX IG 17-Nov-19 161.00 15-Nov-20 220.14 IBXXAX90 Index

CDX IG 5Y Long Asia IG corporates vs Short CDX IG 17-Nov-19 51.48 15-Nov-20 52.98 IBOXUMAE Index

CDX IG 5Y Long CDX IG 3s5s Steepener 20-May-20 9.00 15-Nov-20 16.00 IBOXUMAE Index

Instrument Maturity Trade Entry Date Entry Level Exit Date Exit Level
Target/ 

Objective

Stop/Re-

assess

Size of Trade or 

Unit/Notional

CUSIP/ISIN/

BLOOMBERG

S&P 500 Index 6m Buy Best-of-Put (Dec-19 ATM) on Global Index Basket 29-May-19 11.50% 02-Dec-19 SPX Index

Eurostoxx Index 6m Buy Best-of-Put (Dec-19 ATM) on Global Index Basket 29-May-19 11.50% 02-Dec-19 SX5E Index

Nikkei 225 6m Buy Best-of-Put (Dec-19 ATM) on Global Index Basket 29-May-19 11.50% 02-Dec-19 NKY Index

HSCEI Index 6m Buy Best-of-Put (Dec-19 ATM) on Global Index Basket 29-May-19 11.50% 02-Dec-19 HSCEI Index

Nasdaq 100 Index N/A Short Nasdaq vs S&P 500 9-Sep-19 7853.00 17-Nov-19 8263.00 NDX Index

S&P 500 Index N/A Short Nasdaq vs S&P 500 9-Sep-19 2979.00 17-Nov-19 3091.00 SPX Index

 KOSPI 200 Index 1Y Buy Kospi Variance vs S&P 500 Variance 9-Sep-19 0.25% 17-Nov-19 KOSPI2 Index

S&P 500 Index 1Y Buy Kospi Variance vs S&P 500 Variance 9-Sep-19 0.25% 17-Nov-19 SPX Index

 KOSPI 200 Index 1Y Buy Kospi 1yr Variance vs. S&P 500 1yr Variance 2-Dec-19 -1.80% 16-Mar-20 KOSPI2 Index

S&P 500 Index 1Y Buy Kospi 1yr Variance vs. S&P 500 1yr Variance 2-Dec-19 -1.80% 16-Mar-20 SPX Index

CDX HY 3m Buy 3 CDX HY 3m 25D Puts, Sell 1 S&P 500 3m 25D Put 17-Jan-20 0.43% 16-Mar-20 IBOXHYSE Index

S&P 500 Index 3m Buy 3 CDX HY 3m 25D Puts, Sell 1 S&P 500 3m 25D Put 17-Jan-20 1.15% 16-Mar-20 SPX Index

Russell 2000 Index - Short Russell 2000 vs S&P 500 17-Nov-19 1589.00 17-Mar-20 1037.00 RTY Index

S&P 500 Index - Short Russell 2000 vs S&P 500 17-Nov-19 3091.00 17-Mar-20 2386.00 SPX Index

Nasdaq 100 Index - Short Nasdaq vs S&P 500 17-Mar-20 7020.00 15-Apr-20 NDX Index

S&P 500 Index - Short Nasdaq vs S&P 500 17-Mar-20 2386.00 15-Apr-20 SPX Index

S&P 500 Index 3m Sell 3m ATM Straddle on S&P 500 18-Mar-20 0.03 25-Mar-20 SPX Index

S&P 500 Index 3m Sell S&P 500 25D Strangle 25-Mar-20 7.50% 30-Apr-20 SPX Index

S&P 500 Index - Buy S&P 500 13-Mar-20 2480.65 14-Jun-20 3190.00 SPX Index

S&P 500 Index 3m Sell S&P 500 25D Strangle 17-Mar-20 9.40% 24-Jul-20 3.50% SPX Index

Russell 2000 Index 3m Sell Russell 2000 3m variance 8-Sep-20 40.00% 15-Nov-20 31.40% RTY Index

Sell VIX Feb-21 Futures vs. Buy Protection on CDX IG[1:20]

Sell Brent Crude 3m 50$ Call

Long US 5s30s Steepeners

Buy DBR 30y and ACGB 30y vs sell UST 30y

Long EMFX (IDR, INR, BRL, MXN, ZAR) vs. CHF, JPY

Long MSCI India vs. MSCI EM

Long Russell 2000 vs S&P 500

Source: Morgan Stanley Research
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Exhibit 58:
History of recommendation for cross-asset trades (continued)

Instrument Maturity Trade Entry Date Entry Level Exit Date Exit Level
Target/ 

Objective

Stop/Re-

assess

Size of Trade or 

Unit/Notional

CUSIP/ISIN/

BLOOMBERG

S&P 500 Index 6m Buy Best-of-Put (Dec-19 ATM) on Global Index Basket 29-May-19 11.50% 02-Dec-19 SPX Index

Eurostoxx Index 6m Buy Best-of-Put (Dec-19 ATM) on Global Index Basket 29-May-19 11.50% 02-Dec-19 SX5E Index

Nikkei 225 6m Buy Best-of-Put (Dec-19 ATM) on Global Index Basket 29-May-19 11.50% 02-Dec-19 NKY Index

HSCEI Index 6m Buy Best-of-Put (Dec-19 ATM) on Global Index Basket 29-May-19 11.50% 02-Dec-19 HSCEI Index

Nasdaq 100 Index N/A Short Nasdaq vs S&P 500 9-Sep-19 7853.00 17-Nov-19 8263.00 NDX Index

S&P 500 Index N/A Short Nasdaq vs S&P 500 9-Sep-19 2979.00 17-Nov-19 3091.00 SPX Index

 KOSPI 200 Index 1Y Buy Kospi Variance vs S&P 500 Variance 9-Sep-19 0.25% 17-Nov-19 KOSPI2 Index

S&P 500 Index 1Y Buy Kospi Variance vs S&P 500 Variance 9-Sep-19 0.25% 17-Nov-19 SPX Index

 KOSPI 200 Index 1Y Buy Kospi 1yr Variance vs. S&P 500 1yr Variance 2-Dec-19 -1.80% 16-Mar-20 KOSPI2 Index

S&P 500 Index 1Y Buy Kospi 1yr Variance vs. S&P 500 1yr Variance 2-Dec-19 -1.80% 16-Mar-20 SPX Index

CDX HY 3m Buy 3 CDX HY 3m 25D Puts, Sell 1 S&P 500 3m 25D Put 17-Jan-20 0.43% 16-Mar-20 IBOXHYSE Index

S&P 500 Index 3m Buy 3 CDX HY 3m 25D Puts, Sell 1 S&P 500 3m 25D Put 17-Jan-20 1.15% 16-Mar-20 SPX Index

Russell 2000 Index - Short Russell 2000 vs S&P 500 17-Nov-19 1589.00 17-Mar-20 1037.00 RTY Index

S&P 500 Index - Short Russell 2000 vs S&P 500 17-Nov-19 3091.00 17-Mar-20 2386.00 SPX Index

Nasdaq 100 Index - Short Nasdaq vs S&P 500 17-Mar-20 7020.00 15-Apr-20 NDX Index

S&P 500 Index - Short Nasdaq vs S&P 500 17-Mar-20 2386.00 15-Apr-20 SPX Index

S&P 500 Index 3m Sell 3m ATM Straddle on S&P 500 18-Mar-20 0.03 25-Mar-20 SPX Index

S&P 500 Index 3m Sell S&P 500 25D Strangle 25-Mar-20 7.50% 30-Apr-20 SPX Index

S&P 500 Index - Buy S&P 500 13-Mar-20 2480.65 14-Jun-20 3190.00 SPX Index

S&P 500 Index 3m Sell S&P 500 25D Strangle 17-Mar-20 9.40% 24-Jul-20 3.50% SPX Index

Russell 2000 Index 3m Sell Russell 2000 3m variance 8-Sep-20 40.00% 15-Nov-20 31.40% RTY Index

Instrument Maturity Trade Entry Date Entry Level Exit Date Exit Level
Target/ 

Objective

Stop/Re-

assess

Size of Trade or 

Unit/Notional

CUSIP/ISIN/

BLOOMBERG

S&P 500 Index 6m Buy Best-of-Put (Dec-19 ATM) on Global Index Basket 29-May-19 11.50% 02-Dec-19 SPX Index

Eurostoxx Index 6m Buy Best-of-Put (Dec-19 ATM) on Global Index Basket 29-May-19 11.50% 02-Dec-19 SX5E Index

Nikkei 225 6m Buy Best-of-Put (Dec-19 ATM) on Global Index Basket 29-May-19 11.50% 02-Dec-19 NKY Index

HSCEI Index 6m Buy Best-of-Put (Dec-19 ATM) on Global Index Basket 29-May-19 11.50% 02-Dec-19 HSCEI Index

Nasdaq 100 Index N/A Short Nasdaq vs S&P 500 9-Sep-19 7853.00 17-Nov-19 8263.00 NDX Index

S&P 500 Index N/A Short Nasdaq vs S&P 500 9-Sep-19 2979.00 17-Nov-19 3091.00 SPX Index

 KOSPI 200 Index 1Y Buy Kospi Variance vs S&P 500 Variance 9-Sep-19 0.25% 17-Nov-19 KOSPI2 Index

S&P 500 Index 1Y Buy Kospi Variance vs S&P 500 Variance 9-Sep-19 0.25% 17-Nov-19 SPX Index

 KOSPI 200 Index 1Y Buy Kospi 1yr Variance vs. S&P 500 1yr Variance 2-Dec-19 -1.80% 16-Mar-20 KOSPI2 Index

S&P 500 Index 1Y Buy Kospi 1yr Variance vs. S&P 500 1yr Variance 2-Dec-19 -1.80% 16-Mar-20 SPX Index

CDX HY 3m Buy 3 CDX HY 3m 25D Puts, Sell 1 S&P 500 3m 25D Put 17-Jan-20 0.43% 16-Mar-20 IBOXHYSE Index

S&P 500 Index 3m Buy 3 CDX HY 3m 25D Puts, Sell 1 S&P 500 3m 25D Put 17-Jan-20 1.15% 16-Mar-20 SPX Index

Russell 2000 Index - Short Russell 2000 vs S&P 500 17-Nov-19 1589.00 17-Mar-20 1037.00 RTY Index

S&P 500 Index - Short Russell 2000 vs S&P 500 17-Nov-19 3091.00 17-Mar-20 2386.00 SPX Index

Nasdaq 100 Index - Short Nasdaq vs S&P 500 17-Mar-20 7020.00 15-Apr-20 NDX Index

S&P 500 Index - Short Nasdaq vs S&P 500 17-Mar-20 2386.00 15-Apr-20 SPX Index

S&P 500 Index 3m Sell 3m ATM Straddle on S&P 500 18-Mar-20 2.90% 25-Mar-20 SPX Index

S&P 500 Index 3m Sell S&P 500 25D Strangle 25-Mar-20 7.50% 30-Apr-20 SPX Index

S&P 500 Index - Buy S&P 500 13-Mar-20 2480.65 14-Jun-20 3190.00 SPX Index

S&P 500 Index 3m Sell S&P 500 25D Strangle 17-Mar-20 9.40% 24-Jul-20 3.50% SPX Index

S&P 500 Index 1Y Sell S&P 500 (110 * spot) Strike Calls 22-Apr-20 5.70% 15-Nov-20 6.80% SPX Index

S&P 500 Index 3m Buy S&P 500 Put Spread Collar 24-Jul-20 0.00% 15-Nov-20 -0.10% SPX Index

Instrument Maturity Trade Entry Date Entry Level Exit Date Exit Level
Target/ 

Objective

Stop/Re-

assess

Size of Trade or 

Unit/Notional

CUSIP/ISIN/

BLOOMBERG

CDX IG 1Y Long CDX IG 5s10s Flattener (Duration Neutral) 9-Jun-19 48.00 17-Nov-19 IBOXUMAE Index

CDX IG 5Y Long 10Y CDX IG32  vs. short 5Y CDX IG32 10-Jun-19 54.00 10-Dec-19 IBOXUMAE Index

CDX IG 10Y Long 10Y CDX IG32  vs. short 5Y CDX IG32 10-Jun-19 101.00 10-Dec-19 IBOXUMAE Index

CDX HY 5Y Long CDX HY 32 vs. Short HY March TRS 10-Jun-19 368 10-Dec-19 IBOXHYSE Index

CDX HY 5Y Short CDX HY 15-25% vs. Index 10-Jun-19 409.4 10-Dec-19 IBOXHYSE Index

CDX HY 5Y Short CDX HY 15-25% vs. Index 10-Jun-19 368.27 10-Dec-19 IBOXHYSE Index

CDX HY 5Y Short CDX HY 32 vs. Long 4x CDX IG32 10-Jun-19 368.272 10-Dec-19 IBOXHYSE Index

IBOXIG 5Y Short CDX HY 32 vs. Long 4x CDX IG32 10-Jun-19 63.74 10-Dec-19 IBOXIG Index

CDX IG 1.5Y Long 10Y CDX IG27 18-Jul-19 86.00 18-Jan-20 IBOXUMAE Index

CDX IG 7Y Long 7Y CDX IG32  vs. short 5Y CDX IG32 18-Jul-19 83.00 18-Jan-20 IBOXUMAE Index

CDX IG 5Y Long 7Y CDX IG32  vs. short 5Y CDX IG32 18-Jul-19 54.66 18-Jan-20 IBOXUMAE Index

CDX HY 3Y Long CDX HY 32 5Y vs. Short HY32 3Y 18-Jul-19 274 18-Jan-20 CDX HY

CDX HY 5Y Long CDX HY 32 5Y vs. Short HY32 3Y 18-Jul-19 332 18-Jan-20 IBOXHYSE Index

CDX IG 1.5Y Short 5Y CDX IG27 18-Jul-19 28.00 18-Jan-20 IBOXUMAE Index

CDX IG 4m Long CDX IG September 70/90 Payer Spreads 9-Sep-19 64.40 17-Nov-19 IBOXUMAE Index

CDX HY 2m Buy CDX HY Dec-19 50D Payers (Delta-Hedged) 1-Nov-19 0.70% 02-Dec-19 IBOXHYSE Index

CDX IG 3m Buy CDX IG Dec-19 60/75 Payer Spreads 1-Nov-19 0.00 02-Dec-19 IBOXUMAE Index

CDX IG 4m Buy CDX IG March 60/75 Payer Spreads 17-Nov-19 0.00 10-Jan-20 0.00 IBOXUMAE Index

Iboxx USD AxJ IG 5Y Long Asia IG corporates vs Short CDX IG 17-Nov-19 161.00 17-May-20 IBXXAX90 Index

CDX IG 5Y Long Asia IG corporates vs Short CDX IG 17-Nov-19 51.48 17-May-20 IBOXUMAE Index

Iboxx USD AxJ IG 5Y Long Asia IG corporates vs Short CDX IG 17-Nov-19 161.00 11-Nov-20 220.14 IBXXAX90 Index

CDX IG 5Y Long Asia IG corporates vs Short CDX IG 17-Nov-19 51.48 11-Nov-20 52.98 IBOXUMAE Index

CDX IG 1Y Long CDX IG 5s10s Flattener (Duration Neutral) 17-Nov-19 47.00 17-Mar-20 124.70 IBOXUMAE Index

CDX HY 6M Buy 50D HY Payer vs. Sell 5X IG Payer ATM 18-Nov-19 2c 18-May-20 0.00 IBOXHYSE Index

IBOXIG 6M Buy 50D HY Payer vs. Sell 5X IG Payer ATM 18-Nov-19 1.7c 18-May-20 0.00 IBOXIG Index

ITRX EUR32 5Y Long iTraxx Main vs. Short CDX IG 18-Nov-19 48.6bp 18-May-20 ITRXEBE Index

CDX IG 33 5Y Long iTraxx Main vs. Short CDX IG 18-Nov-19 52.42bp 18-May-20 IBOXUMAE Index

CDX HY33 BB 5Y Short BB CDS vs Long CDX IG 18-Nov-19 126.46bp 18-May-20 IBOXHYSE Index

CDX IG 5Y Short BB CDS vs Long CDX IG 18-Nov-19 52.42bp 18-May-20 IBOXUMAE Index

CDX HY 5Y Short CDX HY excluding 10 widest names 18-Nov-19 249bp 18-May-20 IBOXHYSE Index

CDX HY31 15-25% 5Y Short CDX HY31 15-25% Tranche 18-Nov-19 307.91bp 18-May-20 IBOXHYSE Index

CDX HY 5Y Short CDX HY33 15-100% Tranche 18-Nov-19 96.52bp 18-May-20 IBOXHYSE Index

CDX IG31 0-3% 5Y Short CDX IG31 0-3% Tranche vs. Long CDX IG 31 Delta-adjusted 18-Nov-19 859bp 18-May-20 IBOXUMAE Index

CDX IG 31 5Y Short CDX IG31 0-3% Tranche vs. Long CDX IG 31 Delta-adjusted 18-Nov-19 40.7bp 18-May-20 IBOXUMAE Index

CDX HY 2m Buy CDX HY Jan-20 50D Payers (Delta-Hedged) 2-Dec-19 0.60% 17-Jan-20 0.20% IBOXHYSE Index

CDX IG 3m Buy CDX IG Mar-20 60/75 Payer Spreads 2-Dec-19 0.10% 17-Jan-20 0.01% IBOXUMAE Index

CDX IG 3m Buy CDX IG March 60/75 Payer Spreads 10-Jan-20 0.00 17-Mar-20 124.70 IBOXUMAE Index

CDX HY 3m Buy 3 CDX HY 3m 25D Puts, Sell 1 S&P 500 3m 25D Put 17-Jan-20 0.43% 16-Mar-20 IBOXHYSE Index

S&P 500 Index 3m Buy 3 CDX HY 3m 25D Puts, Sell 1 S&P 500 3m 25D Put 17-Jan-20 1.15% 16-Mar-20 SPX Index

CDX IG 16-Mar-20 Buy CDX IG Mar-20 55/70 Payer Spreads 17-Jan-20 0.00 25-Feb-20 IBOXUMAE Index

CDX IG 20-May-20 Buy CDX IG May-20 65/85 Payer Spreads 25-Feb-20 0.00 25-Mar-20 IBOXUMAE Index

CDX IG 20-May-20 Buy CDX IG May-20 1x2 Receiver Spreads (45D/25D) 25-Mar-20 0.00 30-Apr-20 IBOXUMAE Index

CDX IG 5Y Credit Decompression Hedged with CDX IG May 150 Strike Puts 25-Mar-20 0.00 30-Apr-20 IBOXUMAE Index

CDX HY 5Y Credit Decompression Hedged with CDX IG May 150 Strike Puts 25-Mar-20 0.00 30-Apr-20 IBOXHYSE Index

CDX IG 20-May-20 Credit Decompression Hedged with CDX IG May 150 Strike Puts 25-Mar-20 0.00 30-Apr-20 IBOXUMAE Index

CDX IG 5Y Credit Decompression Hedged with CDX IG May 150 Strike Puts 25-Mar-20 0.10% 30-Apr-20 IBOXUMAE Index

CDX HY 5Y Credit Decompression Hedged with CDX IG May 150 Strike Puts 25-Mar-20 0.10% 30-Apr-20 IBOXHYSE Index

CDX IG 20-May-20 Credit Decompression Hedged with CDX IG May 150 Strike Puts 25-Mar-20 0.10% 30-Apr-20 IBOXUMAE Index

CDX IG 20-Jun-20 Buy CDX IG June-20 1x2 Receiver Spreads (45D/25D) 15-Apr-20 0.00% 20-May-20 2.00% IBOXUMAE Index

CDX HY 20-Jul-20 Buy CDX HY July 1x2 Call Spreads (50D/33D) 30-Apr-20 0.00% 04-Jun-20 0.00% IBOXHYSE Index

CDX IG 20-Jun-20 Sell CDX IG June 90bp Strike Straddle 30-Apr-20 1.00% 04-Jun-20 1.00% IBOXUMAE Index

CDX HY 20-Jun-20 Buy CDX HY July-20 1x2 Receiver Spreads (45D/25D) 20-May-20 0.00% 14-Jun-20 0.50% IBOXHYSE Index

CDX IG 5Y Long CDX IG 3s5s Steepener 20-May-20 9.00 11-Nov-20 16.00 IBOXUMAE Index

CDX HY 20-Sep-20 Buy CDX HY 3m 1x2 Call Spreads (50D/33D) 4-Jun-20 0.00% 30-Jun-20 0.80% IBOXHYSE Index

CDX IG 2m Buy CDX IG 2m Bullish Risk Reversals (70/90) 4-Jun-20 0.00% 30-Jun-20 0.00 IBOXUMAE Index

CDX HY 20-Jun-20 Sell CDX HY33 Super Senior (35-100%) Protection 4-Jun-20 1.17% 10-Sep-20 0.90% IBOXHYSE Index

CDX HY 20-Jun-20 Sell CDX HY33 Super Senior (35-100%) Protection 4-Jun-20 1.17% 10-Sep-20 0.90% IBOXHYSE Index

CDX HY 20-Sep-20 Buy CDX HY 3m 1x2 Call Spreads (100.5/103) 14-Jun-20 4c 31-Jul-20 IBOXHYSE Index

CDX HY 3m Buy CDX HY 3m 1x2 Receiver Spreads (45D/25D) 14-Jun-20 0.04% 24-Jul-20 0.50% IBOXHYSE Index

CDX IG 5Y Buy Protection on CDX IG33 Mezz Tranche (7-15%) 14-Jun-20 100bp 24-Jul-20 88bp IBOXUMAE Index

CDX IG 7-15% 5Y Short 7-15% vs. Index delta-adjusted 14-Jun-20 76bp 31-Jul-20 IBOXUMAE Index

CDX IG 6m Buy CDX IG 6m Bullish Risk Reversals 30-Jun-20 0.00% 04-Aug-20 0.20% IBOXUMAE Index

CDX IG 3m Sell CDX IG 3m 30D Puts 30-Jun-20 0.26% 04-Aug-20 0.10% IBOXUMAE Index

CDX HY 3m Buy CDX HY 3m 1x2 Put Spreads 4-Aug-20 0.65% 10-Sep-20 0.00% IBOXHYSE Index

CDX IG 6m Buy CDX IG 3m Put Spread Collar 4-Aug-20 0.06% 14-Oct-20 0.10% IBOXUMAE Index

CDX IG 3m CDX IG Covered Shorts (Buy CDX IG Protection, Sell CDX IG 3m 30D Puts) 10-Sep-20 68bp 14-Oct-20 54bp IBOXUMAE Index

CDX HY 18-Dec-20 Buy CDX HY35 Dec-20 Bullish Risk Reversals 14-Oct-20 0.00 15-Nov-20 0.00 IBOXHYSE Index

CDX IG 18-Dec-20 Buy CDX IG35 Dec-20 1x2 Payer Spreads (50D/30D) 14-Oct-20 -0.05% 15-Nov-20 0.00% IBOXUMAE Index

CDX IG 18-Dec-20 Buy CDX IG35 Dec-20 1x2 Payer Spreads (50D/30D) 14-Oct-20 0.00 15-Nov-20 0.00 IBOXUMAE Index

Long Russell 2000 vs S&P 500

Buy S&P 500 Put Spread Collar

US Credit Compression (Long US HY vs. IG)

Source: Morgan Stanley Research
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Exhibit 59:
History of recommendations for rates trades

Instrument Maturity Trade Entry Date Entry Level Exit Date Exit Level
Target/ 

Objective

Stop/Re-

assess

Size of Trade or 

Unit/Notional

CUSIP/ISIN/

BLOOMBERG

 OBL 0.000 10/18/2024 18-Oct-24 Bund/Germany 5s30s Steepener 6-Sep-19 -0.88% 28-Feb-20 -0.78% DE0001141802

 DBR 0.000 08/15/2050 15-Aug-50 Bund/Germany 5s30s Steepener 6-Sep-19 -0.08% 28-Feb-20 -0.14% DE0001102481

 OBL 0.000 10/18/2024 18-Oct-24 Bund/Germany 5s30s Steepener 6-Sep-19 -0.88% 17-Mar-20 -0.73% DE0001141802

 DBR 0.000 08/15/2050 15-Aug-50 Bund/Germany 5s30s Steepener 6-Sep-19 -0.08% 17-Mar-20 -0.17% DE0001102481

DBR 0.000 08/15/2050 15-Aug-50 Buy 30y Bunds against 30y US Treasuries and 30y UK Gilts 25-Sep-20 -0.10% 16-Oct-20 -0.21% 1 unit DE0001102481

UKT 0.650 10/22/2050 22-Oct-50 Buy 30y Bunds against 30y US Treasuries and 30y UK Gilts 25-Sep-20 0.73% 16-Oct-20 0.72% 0.5 unit GB00BMBL1F74

T 1.375 08/15/2050 15-Aug-50 Buy 30y Bunds against 30y US Treasuries and 30y UK Gilts 25-Sep-20 1.49% 16-Oct-20 1.50% 0.5 unit US912810SP49

DBR 0.000 08/15/2050 15-Aug-50 Long 30y Bund vs 30y UST 16-Oct-20 -0.21% 06-Nov-20 -0.22% DE0001102481

T 1.375 08/15/2050 15-Aug-50 Long 30y Bund vs 30y UST 16-Oct-20 1.51% 06-Nov-20 1.59% US912810SP49

KSA CDS USD SR 5Y D14 20-Jun-25 Sell KSA 5y CDS, Sell ARAMCO 49 17-Aug-20 -1.25% 02-Oct-20 -1.47% -155.00 -100.00 8.2X1.8 KSA CDS USD SR 5Y D14 Corp

ARAMCO 4.375 04/16/2049 16-Apr-49 Sell KSA 5y CDS, Sell ARAMCO 49 17-Aug-20 -1.25% 02-Oct-20 -1.47% -155.00 -100.00 8.2X1.8 XS1982116136

T 1.375 08/15/2050 15-Aug-50 Sell KSA 5y CDS, Sell ARAMCO 49 17-Aug-20 -1.25% 02-Oct-20 -1.47% -155.00 -100.00 8.2X1.8 US912810SP49

DBR 0.000 08/15/2050 15-Aug-50 Short 30yr Gilts vs. 30yr DBRs 9-Sep-20 -0.07% 19-Oct-20 -2.03% DE0001102481

UKT 0.650 10/22/2050 22-Aug-50 Short 30yr Gilts vs. 30yr DBRs 9-Sep-20 0.81% 19-Oct-20 0.73% GB00BMBL1F74

DBR 0.000 08/15/2050 15-Aug-50 Short UKT 30y vs long DBR 30y 14-Aug-20 2.00% 16-Oct-20 -0.21% DE0001102481

UKT 0.650 10/22/2050 22-Aug-50 Short UKT 30y vs long DBR 30y 14-Aug-20 0.79% 16-Oct-20 0.72% GB00BMBL1F74

Long German 30y vs UST 30Y

Source: Morgan Stanley Research

Exhibit 60:
History of recommendations for credit trades

Instrument Maturity Trade Entry Date Entry Level Exit Date Exit Level
Target/ 

Objective

Stop/Re-

assess

Size of Trade or 

Unit/Notional

CUSIP/ISIN/

BLOOMBERG

iTraxx XO 5Y Short iTraxx Crossover versus 4x Main 30-Sep-19 17-Nov-19 1x ITRXEXE Index

iTraxx Main 5Y Short iTraxx Crossover versus 4x Main 30-Sep-19 17-Nov-19 4x ITRXEBE Index

iTraxx XO 5Y Buy protection on iTraxx XO vs 4x iTraxx Main 7-Oct-19 22.00 22-Nov-19 35.00 ITRXEXE Index

iTraxx Main 5Y Buy protection on iTraxx XO vs 4x iTraxx Main 7-Oct-19 22.00 22-Nov-19 35.00 ITRXEBE Index

iTraxx Senior Financials 5Y Short iTraxx Senior Financials versus iTraxx Main 30-Sep-19 17-Nov-19 1x ITRXESE Index

iTraxx Main 5Y Short iTraxx Senior Financials versus iTraxx Main 30-Sep-19 17-Nov-19 1x ITRXEBE Index

iTraxx Main 5Y 5s10s flatteners in iTraxx Main (DV01 neutral) 30-Sep-19 17-Nov-19 No Deal 1.74x ITRXEBE Index

iTraxx Main 10Y 5s10s flatteners in iTraxx Main (DV01 neutral) 30-Sep-19 17-Nov-19 No Deal 1x ITRXEBE Index

ITRX EUR32 5Y Long iTraxx Main vs. Short CDX IG 18-Nov-19 48.6bp 18-May-20 ITRXEBE Index

CDX IG 33 5Y Long iTraxx Main vs. Short CDX IG 18-Nov-19 52.42bp 18-May-20 IBOXUMAE Index

Instrument Maturity Trade Entry Date Entry Level Exit Date Exit Level
Target/ 

Objective

Stop/Re-

assess

Size of Trade or 

Unit/Notional

CUSIP/ISIN/

BLOOMBERG

CDX IG 1Y Long CDX IG 5s10s Flattener (Duration Neutral) 9-Jun-19 48.00 17-Nov-19 IBOXUMAE Index

CDX IG 5Y Long 10Y CDX IG32  vs. short 5Y CDX IG32 10-Jun-19 54.00 10-Dec-19 IBOXUMAE Index

CDX IG 10Y Long 10Y CDX IG32  vs. short 5Y CDX IG32 10-Jun-19 101.00 10-Dec-19 IBOXUMAE Index

CDX HY 5Y Long CDX HY 32 vs. Short HY March TRS 10-Jun-19 368 10-Dec-19 IBOXHYSE Index

CDX HY 5Y Short CDX HY 15-25% vs. Index 10-Jun-19 409.4 10-Dec-19 IBOXHYSE Index

CDX HY 5Y Short CDX HY 15-25% vs. Index 10-Jun-19 368.27 10-Dec-19 IBOXHYSE Index

CDX HY 5Y Short CDX HY 32 vs. Long 4x CDX IG32 10-Jun-19 368.272 10-Dec-19 IBOXHYSE Index

IBOXIG 5Y Short CDX HY 32 vs. Long 4x CDX IG32 10-Jun-19 63.74 10-Dec-19 IBOXIG Index

CDX IG 1.5Y Long 10Y CDX IG27 18-Jul-19 86.00 18-Jan-20 IBOXUMAE Index

CDX IG 7Y Long 7Y CDX IG32  vs. short 5Y CDX IG32 18-Jul-19 83.00 18-Jan-20 IBOXUMAE Index

CDX IG 5Y Long 7Y CDX IG32  vs. short 5Y CDX IG32 18-Jul-19 54.66 18-Jan-20 IBOXUMAE Index

CDX HY 3Y Long CDX HY 32 5Y vs. Short HY32 3Y 18-Jul-19 274 18-Jan-20 CDX HY

CDX HY 5Y Long CDX HY 32 5Y vs. Short HY32 3Y 18-Jul-19 332 18-Jan-20 IBOXHYSE Index

CDX IG 1.5Y Short 5Y CDX IG27 18-Jul-19 28.00 18-Jan-20 IBOXUMAE Index

CDX IG 4m Long CDX IG September 70/90 Payer Spreads 9-Sep-19 64.40 17-Nov-19 IBOXUMAE Index

CDX HY 2m Buy CDX HY Dec-19 50D Payers (Delta-Hedged) 1-Nov-19 0.70% 02-Dec-19 IBOXHYSE Index

CDX IG 3m Buy CDX IG Dec-19 60/75 Payer Spreads 1-Nov-19 0.00 02-Dec-19 IBOXUMAE Index

CDX IG 4m Buy CDX IG March 60/75 Payer Spreads 17-Nov-19 0.00 10-Jan-20 0.00 IBOXUMAE Index

Iboxx USD AxJ IG 5Y Long Asia IG corporates vs Short CDX IG 17-Nov-19 161.00 17-May-20 IBXXAX90 Index

CDX IG 5Y Long Asia IG corporates vs Short CDX IG 17-Nov-19 51.48 17-May-20 IBOXUMAE Index

Iboxx USD AxJ IG 5Y Long Asia IG corporates vs Short CDX IG 17-Nov-19 161.00 11-Nov-20 220.14 IBXXAX90 Index

CDX IG 5Y Long Asia IG corporates vs Short CDX IG 17-Nov-19 51.48 11-Nov-20 52.98 IBOXUMAE Index

CDX IG 1Y Long CDX IG 5s10s Flattener (Duration Neutral) 17-Nov-19 47.00 17-Mar-20 124.70 IBOXUMAE Index

CDX HY 6M Buy 50D HY Payer vs. Sell 5X IG Payer ATM 18-Nov-19 2c 18-May-20 0.00 IBOXHYSE Index

IBOXIG 6M Buy 50D HY Payer vs. Sell 5X IG Payer ATM 18-Nov-19 1.7c 18-May-20 0.00 IBOXIG Index

ITRX EUR32 5Y Long iTraxx Main vs. Short CDX IG 18-Nov-19 48.6bp 18-May-20 ITRXEBE Index

CDX IG 33 5Y Long iTraxx Main vs. Short CDX IG 18-Nov-19 52.42bp 18-May-20 IBOXUMAE Index

CDX HY33 BB 5Y Short BB CDS vs Long CDX IG 18-Nov-19 126.46bp 18-May-20 IBOXHYSE Index

CDX IG 5Y Short BB CDS vs Long CDX IG 18-Nov-19 52.42bp 18-May-20 IBOXUMAE Index

CDX HY 5Y Short CDX HY excluding 10 widest names 18-Nov-19 249bp 18-May-20 IBOXHYSE Index

CDX HY31 15-25% 5Y Short CDX HY31 15-25% Tranche 18-Nov-19 307.91bp 18-May-20 IBOXHYSE Index

CDX HY 5Y Short CDX HY33 15-100% Tranche 18-Nov-19 96.52bp 18-May-20 IBOXHYSE Index

CDX IG31 0-3% 5Y Short CDX IG31 0-3% Tranche vs. Long CDX IG 31 Delta-adjusted 18-Nov-19 859bp 18-May-20 IBOXUMAE Index

CDX IG 31 5Y Short CDX IG31 0-3% Tranche vs. Long CDX IG 31 Delta-adjusted 18-Nov-19 40.7bp 18-May-20 IBOXUMAE Index

CDX HY 2m Buy CDX HY Jan-20 50D Payers (Delta-Hedged) 2-Dec-19 0.60% 17-Jan-20 0.20% IBOXHYSE Index

CDX IG 3m Buy CDX IG Mar-20 60/75 Payer Spreads 2-Dec-19 0.10% 17-Jan-20 0.01% IBOXUMAE Index

CDX IG 3m Buy CDX IG March 60/75 Payer Spreads 10-Jan-20 0.00 17-Mar-20 124.70 IBOXUMAE Index

CDX HY 3m Buy 3 CDX HY 3m 25D Puts, Sell 1 S&P 500 3m 25D Put 17-Jan-20 0.43% 16-Mar-20 IBOXHYSE Index

S&P 500 Index 3m Buy 3 CDX HY 3m 25D Puts, Sell 1 S&P 500 3m 25D Put 17-Jan-20 1.15% 16-Mar-20 SPX Index

CDX IG 16-Mar-20 Buy CDX IG Mar-20 55/70 Payer Spreads 17-Jan-20 0.00 25-Feb-20 IBOXUMAE Index

CDX IG 20-May-20 Buy CDX IG May-20 65/85 Payer Spreads 25-Feb-20 0.00 25-Mar-20 IBOXUMAE Index

CDX IG 20-May-20 Buy CDX IG May-20 1x2 Receiver Spreads (45D/25D) 25-Mar-20 0.00 30-Apr-20 IBOXUMAE Index

CDX IG 5Y Credit Decompression Hedged with CDX IG May 150 Strike Puts 25-Mar-20 0.00 30-Apr-20 IBOXUMAE Index

CDX HY 5Y Credit Decompression Hedged with CDX IG May 150 Strike Puts 25-Mar-20 0.00 30-Apr-20 IBOXHYSE Index

CDX IG 20-May-20 Credit Decompression Hedged with CDX IG May 150 Strike Puts 25-Mar-20 0.00 30-Apr-20 IBOXUMAE Index

CDX IG 5Y Credit Decompression Hedged with CDX IG May 150 Strike Puts 25-Mar-20 0.10% 30-Apr-20 IBOXUMAE Index

CDX HY 5Y Credit Decompression Hedged with CDX IG May 150 Strike Puts 25-Mar-20 0.10% 30-Apr-20 IBOXHYSE Index

CDX IG 20-May-20 Credit Decompression Hedged with CDX IG May 150 Strike Puts 25-Mar-20 0.10% 30-Apr-20 IBOXUMAE Index

CDX IG 20-Jun-20 Buy CDX IG June-20 1x2 Receiver Spreads (45D/25D) 15-Apr-20 0.00% 20-May-20 2.00% IBOXUMAE Index

CDX HY 20-Jul-20 Buy CDX HY July 1x2 Call Spreads (50D/33D) 30-Apr-20 0.00% 04-Jun-20 0.00% IBOXHYSE Index

CDX IG 20-Jun-20 Sell CDX IG June 90bp Strike Straddle 30-Apr-20 1.00% 04-Jun-20 1.00% IBOXUMAE Index

CDX HY 20-Jun-20 Buy CDX HY July-20 1x2 Receiver Spreads (45D/25D) 20-May-20 0.00% 14-Jun-20 0.50% IBOXHYSE Index

CDX IG 5Y Long CDX IG 3s5s Steepener 20-May-20 9.00 11-Nov-20 16.00 IBOXUMAE Index

CDX HY 20-Sep-20 Buy CDX HY 3m 1x2 Call Spreads (50D/33D) 4-Jun-20 0.00% 30-Jun-20 0.80% IBOXHYSE Index

CDX IG 2m Buy CDX IG 2m Bullish Risk Reversals (70/90) 4-Jun-20 0.00% 30-Jun-20 0.00 IBOXUMAE Index

CDX HY 20-Jun-20 Sell CDX HY33 Super Senior (35-100%) Protection 4-Jun-20 1.17% 10-Sep-20 0.90% IBOXHYSE Index

CDX HY 20-Jun-20 Sell CDX HY33 Super Senior (35-100%) Protection 4-Jun-20 1.17% 10-Sep-20 0.90% IBOXHYSE Index

CDX HY 20-Sep-20 Buy CDX HY 3m 1x2 Call Spreads (100.5/103) 14-Jun-20 4c 31-Jul-20 IBOXHYSE Index

CDX HY 3m Buy CDX HY 3m 1x2 Receiver Spreads (45D/25D) 14-Jun-20 0.04% 24-Jul-20 0.50% IBOXHYSE Index

CDX IG 5Y Buy Protection on CDX IG33 Mezz Tranche (7-15%) 14-Jun-20 100bp 24-Jul-20 88bp IBOXUMAE Index

CDX IG 7-15% 5Y Short 7-15% vs. Index delta-adjusted 14-Jun-20 76bp 31-Jul-20 IBOXUMAE Index

CDX IG 6m Buy CDX IG 6m Bullish Risk Reversals 30-Jun-20 0.00% 04-Aug-20 0.20% IBOXUMAE Index

CDX IG 3m Sell CDX IG 3m 30D Puts 30-Jun-20 0.26% 04-Aug-20 0.10% IBOXUMAE Index

CDX HY 3m Buy CDX HY 3m 1x2 Put Spreads 4-Aug-20 0.65% 10-Sep-20 0.00% IBOXHYSE Index

CDX IG 6m Buy CDX IG 3m Put Spread Collar 4-Aug-20 0.06% 14-Oct-20 0.10% IBOXUMAE Index

CDX IG 3m CDX IG Covered Shorts (Buy CDX IG Protection, Sell CDX IG 3m 30D Puts) 10-Sep-20 68bp 14-Oct-20 54bp IBOXUMAE Index

CDX HY 18-Dec-20 Buy CDX HY35 Dec-20 Bullish Risk Reversals 14-Oct-20 0.00 15-Nov-20 0.00 IBOXHYSE Index

CDX IG 18-Dec-20 Buy CDX IG35 Dec-20 1x2 Payer Spreads (50D/30D) 14-Oct-20 -0.05% 15-Nov-20 0.00% IBOXUMAE Index

CDX IG 18-Dec-20 Buy CDX IG35 Dec-20 1x2 Payer Spreads (50D/30D) 14-Oct-20 0.00 15-Nov-20 0.00 IBOXUMAE Index

Long CDX HY versus CDX IG

Long Xover versus Main

Source: Morgan Stanley Research
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Exhibit 61:
History of recommendations for EM trades

Instrument Maturity Trade Entry Date Entry Level Exit Date Exit Level
Target/ 

Objective

Stop/Re-

assess

Size of Trade or 

Unit/Notional

CUSIP/ISIN/

BLOOMBERG

USD/IDR 3m Short KRW vs IDR 3m NDFs 30-Mar-20 13.63 03-Jun-20 12.00 12.00 12.60 $10m IHN+3M Curncy

USD/KRW Spot Short KRW vs IDR 3m NDFs 30-Mar-20 13.63 03-Jun-20 12.00 12.00 12.60 $10m KRW Curncy

USD/IDR 3m Short KRW vs IDR 3m NDFs 19-Jun-20 12.01 29-Jun-20 12.10 11.50 12.10 $10m IHN+3M Curncy

USD/KRW Spot Short KRW vs IDR 3m NDFs 19-Jun-20 12.01 29-Jun-20 12.10 11.50 12.10 $10m KRW Curncy

USD/IDR 3m Short KRW vs IDR 3m NDFs 30-Mar-20 13.63 03-Jun-20 12.00 12.00 12.60 $10m IHN+3M Curncy

USD/KRW Spot Short KRW vs IDR 3m NDFs 30-Mar-20 13.63 03-Jun-20 12.00 12.00 12.60 $10m KRW Curncy

USD/IDR 3m Short KRW vs IDR 3m NDFs 19-Jun-20 12.01 29-Jun-20 12.10 11.50 12.10 $10m IHN+3M Curncy

USD/KRW Spot Short KRW vs IDR 3m NDFs 19-Jun-20 12.01 29-Jun-20 12.10 11.50 12.10 $10m KRW Curncy

USD/IDR 3m Short USD/IDR 3m NDF 23-Oct-20 14804 09-Nov-20 14200 14200 15200 $10m IHN+3M Curncy

Instrument Maturity Trade Entry Date Entry Level Exit Date Exit Level
Target/ 

Objective

Stop/Re-

assess

Size of Trade or 

Unit/Notional

CUSIP/ISIN/

BLOOMBERG

USD/INR 3m Sell USD/INR 3m NDF 18-Sep-19 72.18 18-Dec-19 N/A 69.7 73.3 10m IRN+3M Curncy

USD/INR 3m Sell USD/INR 3m NDF 13-Jan-20 71.91 24-Feb-20 71.91 69.36 72.6 IRN+3M Curncy

USD/INR 3m Short USD/INR 3m NDF 11-Feb-20 71.91 17-Mar-20 75.75 IRN+3M Curncy

Short USD/IDR 3m NDF

Short USD vs INR 3m NDFs

Source: Morgan Stanley Research

Exhibit 62:
History of recommendations for EM stances

Trade Entry Date Exit Date

Like Brazil Hard Currency Bonds 17-Nov-19 11-Mar-20

Dislike Brazil Hard Currency Bonds 30-Mar-20 4-May-20

Trade Entry Date Exit Date

Like Egypt Hard Currency Bonds 7-Nov-19 12-May-20

Trade Entry Date Exit Date

Dislike Ukraine Hard Currency Bonds 2-Aug-19 17-Nov-19

Dislike Ukraine Hard Currency Bonds 4-Mar-20 6-Apr-20

Dislike Ukraine Hard Currency Bonds 18-May-20 19-Jun-20

History of recommendations for Brazil Hard Currency Bonds

History of recommendations for Egypt Hard Currency Bonds

History of recommendations for Ukraine Hard Currency Bonds

Source: Morgan Stanley Research

Important note regarding economic sanctions. This research refer-
ences country/ies which are generally the subject of selective sanc-
tions programs administered or enforced by the U.S. Department of 
the Treasury’s Office of Foreign Assets Control (“OFAC”), the 
European Union and/or by other countries and multi-national bodies. 
Users of this report are solely responsible for ensuring that their 
investment activities in relation to any sanctioned country/ies are car-
ried out in compliance with applicable sanctions.
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Dislike: Based on current market conditions as of the da
report the analyst expects that the relevant securities of 
that is subject of the recommendation will perform unfavo
the relevant time period as compared to the overall marke
parable securities by other issuers. This is not intended 
should it be interpreted as a formal fundamental rating of 
or its creditworthiness. 

Unless otherwise specified, the time frame for recomm
included in the Morgan Stanley Fixed Income Research rep
12 months and the price of financial instruments mention
recommendation is as at the date and time of publication o
ommendation. 

When more than one issuer or instrument is included in a re
dation, analyst expects one part of the trade to outperform
trade or combination of other trades included in the reco
tion on a relative basis.

 For important disclosures related to the proportion of all in
recommendations over the past 12 months that fit each of
gories defined above, and the proportion of issuers corresp
each of those categories to which Morgan Stanley has supp
rial services, please see the Morgan Stanley disclosure a
ny.matrix.ms.com/eqr/article/webapp/239d90ea-0d60-1
b2b7a3e572d4?ch=rpint&sch=ar 

Appendix: Definition of terms

Buy/Long: The analyst expects the total or excess return (depending 
on the nature of the recommendation) of the instrument or issuer 
that is the subject of the investment recommendation to be positive 
over the relevant time period.

Sell/Short: The analyst expects the total or excess return (depending 
on the nature of the recommendation) of the instrument or issuer 
that is the subject of the investment recommendation to be negative 
over the relevant time period. 

Selling protection or Buying Risk: The analyst expects that the price 
of protection against the event occurring will decrease over the rele-
vant time period. 

Buying protection or Selling Risk: The analyst expects the price of 
protection against the event occurring will increase over the relevant 
time period. 

Pay: The analyst expects that over the specified time period the vari-
able rate underlying the swap agreement that is the subject of the 
investment recommendation will increase. 

Receive: The analyst expects that over the specified time period the 
variable rate underlying the swap agreement that is the subject of 
the investment recommendation will decrease. 

Like: Based on current market conditions as of the date of this report 
the analyst expects that the relevant securities of the issuer that is 
subject of the recommendation will perform favorably over the rele-
vant time period as compared to the overall market of comparable 
securities by other issuers. This is not intended to be, nor should it be 
interpreted as a formal fundamental rating of the issuer or its credit-
worthiness. 
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Selling puts: Put sellers commit to buying the underlying s
the strike price in the event the security falls below the st
The maximum loss is the full strike price less the premium
for selling the put. Put sellers who are also long a lower do
put face a maximum loss of the difference between the
short put strikes less the options premium received.

Buying strangles: The maximum loss is the entire premium
+ call), if the security finishes between the put strike an
strike at expiration.

 Selling strangles or straddles: Investors who are long a se
short a strangle or straddle risk capping their upside in th
to the strike price of the call that is sold plus the upfront
received. Additionally, if the security trades below the strik
the short put, the investor risks losing the difference bet
strike price and the security price (less the value of the
received) on the short put and will also experience losses in
rity position if he owns shares. The maximum potential loss
value of the strike price (less the value of the premium rece
losses on the long security position. Investors who are sh
strangles or straddles have unlimited potential loss since if
rity trades above the call strike price, the investor risks losi
ference between the strike price and the security price (less
of the premium received) on the short call. Additionally, the
gated to buy the security at the put strike price (less up
mium received) if the security finishes below the put strik
expiration. Strangle/straddle sellers risk assignment on 
positions that become in the money. Additionally, they r
stock called away from short call positions that becom
money.

Strategy Risk Factors
Buying calls or call spreads: Investors who buy call options risk loss 
of the entire premium paid if the underlying security finishes below 
the strike price at expiration. Investors who buy call spreads (buy a 
call and sell a further OTM call) also have a maximum loss of the 
entire up-front premium paid. The maximum gain from buying call 
spreads is the difference between the strike prices, less the upfront 
premium paid. 

Buying puts or put spreads: Investors who buy put options risk loss 
of the entire premium paid if the underlying security finishes above 
the strike price at expiration. Investors who buy put spreads (buy a 
put and sell a further OTM put) also have a maximum loss of the 
upfront premium paid. The maximum gain from buying put spreads 
is the difference between the strike prices, less the upfront premium 
paid.

Selling calls: Investors who sell covered calls (own the underlying 
security and sell a call) risk limiting their upside to the strike price 
plus the upfront premium received and may have their security called 
away if the security price exceeds the strike price of the short call. 
Additionally, the investor has full downside exposure that is only par-
tially offset by the upfront premium taken in. Investors short naked 
calls (i.e. sold calls but don’t hold underlying security) risk unlimited 
losses of security price less strike price. Investors who sell naked call 
spreads (i.e. sell a call and buy a farther out-of-the-money call with 
no underlying security position) have a maximum loss of the differ-
ence between the long call strike and the short call strike, less the 
upfront premium taken in, if the underlying security finishes above 
the long call strike at expiration. The maximum gain is the upfront 
premium taken in, if the security finishes below the short call strike 
at expiration.
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By selling an option, the seller receives a premium from the option 
purchaser, and the purchase receives the right to exercise the option 
at the strike price. If the option purchaser elects to exercise the 
option, the option seller is obligated to deliver/purchase the under-
lying shares to/from the option buyer at the strike price. If the option 
seller does not own the underlying security while maintaining the 
short option position (naked), the option seller is exposed to unlim-
ited market risk.

Spreading may entail substantial commissions, because it involves at 
least twice the number of contracts as a long or short position and 
because spreads are almost invariably closed out prior to expiration. 
Potential investors should carefully review tax treatment applicable 
to spread transactions prior to entering into any transactions.

 Multi-legged strategies are only effective if all components of a sug-
gested trade are implemented.

Investors in long option strategies are at risk of losing all of their 
option premiums. Investors in short option strategies are at risk of 
unlimited losses.

There are special risks associated with uncovered option writing 
which expose the investor to potentially significant loss. Therefore, 
this type of strategy may not be suitable for all customers approved 
for options transactions. The potential loss of uncovered call writing 
is unlimited. The writer of an uncovered call is in an extremely risky 
position, and may incur large losses if the value of the underlying 
instrument increases above the exercise price.

As with writing uncovered calls, the risk of writing uncovered put 
options is substantial. The writer of an uncovered put option bears 
a risk of loss if the value of the underlying instrument declines below 
the exercise price. Such loss could be substantial if there is a signifi-
cant decline in the value of the underlying instrument.

Uncovered option writing is thus suitable only for the knowledge-
able investor who understands the risks, has the financial capacity 
and willingness to incur potentially substantial losses, and has suffi-
cient liquid assets to meet applicable margin requirements. In this 
regard, if the value of the underlying instrument moves against an 
uncovered writer’s options position, the investor’s broker may 
request significant additional margin payments. If an investor does 
not make such margin payments, the broker may liquidate stock or 
options positions in the investor’s account, with little or no prior 
notice in accordance with the investor’s margin agreement.

Options Disclaimer

Options are not for everyone. Before engaging in the purchasing or 
writing of options, investors should understand the nature and 
extent of their rights and obligations and be aware of the risks 
involved, including the risks pertaining to the business and financial 
condition of the issuer and the underlying stock. A secondary market 
may not exist for these securities. For customers of Morgan Stanley 
& Co. Incorporated who are purchasing or writing exchange-traded 
options, your attention is called to the publication “Characteristics 
and Risks of Standardized Options;” in particular, the statement enti-
tled “Risks of Option Writers.” That publication, which you should 
have read and understood prior to investing in options, can be viewed 
on the Web at the following address: http://www.option-
sclearing.com/about/publications/character-risks.jsp. Spreading 
may also entail substantial commissions, because it involves at least 
twice the number of contracts as a long or short position and because 
spreads are almost invariably closed out prior to expiration. Potential 
investors should be advised that the tax treatment applicable to 
spread transactions should be carefully reviewed prior to entering 
into any transaction. Also, it should be pointed out that while the 
investor who engages in spread transactions may be reducing risk, he 
is also reducing his profit potential. The risk/ reward ratio, hence, is 
an important consideration. 

The risk of exercise in a spread position is the same as that in a short 
position. Certain investors may be able to anticipate exercise and exe-
cute a "rollover" transaction. However, should exercise occur, it would 
clearly mark the end of the spread position and thereby change the 
risk/reward ratio. Due to early assignments of the short side of the 
spread, what appears to be a limited risk spread may have more risk 
than initially perceived. An investor with a spread position in index 
options that is assigned an exercise is at risk for any adverse move-
ment in the current level between the time the settlement value is 
determined on the date when the exercise notice is filed with OCC and 
the time when such investor sells or exercises the long leg of the 
spread. Other multiple-option strategies involving cash settled 
options, including combinations and straddles, present similar risk.

Important information: Examples within are indicative only, please 
call your local Morgan Stanley Sales representative for current levels.
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For combination writing, where the investor writes both a put and a 
call on the same underlying instrument, the potential risk is unlimited.

If a secondary market in options were to become unavailable, inves-
tors could not engage in closing transactions, and an option writer 
would remain obligated until expiration or assignment.

The writer of an American-style option is subject to being assigned an 
exercise at any time after he has written the option until the option 
expires. By contrast, the writer of a European-style option is subject 
to exercise assignment only during the exercise period.
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Disclosure Section
Mortgage Backed Securities (MBS) and Collateralized Mortgage Obligations (CMO)

Principal is returned on a monthly basis over the life of the security. Principal prepayment can significantly affect the monthly income stream and the maturity of any type of MBS, including 
standard MBS, CMOs and Lottery Bonds. Yields and average lives are estimated based on prepayment assumptions and are subject to change based on actual prepayment of the mortgages 
in the underlying pools. The level of predictability of an MBS/CMO's average life, and its market price, depends on the type of MBS/CMO class purchased and interest rate movements. In general, 
as interest rates fall, prepayment speeds are likely to increase, thus shortening the MBS/CMO's average life and likely causing its market price to rise. Conversely, as interest rates rise, prepayment 
speeds are likely to decrease, thus lengthening average life and likely causing the MBS/CMO's market price to fall. Some MBS/CMOs may have "original issue discount" (OID). OID occurs if the 
MBS/CMO’s original issue price is below its stated redemption price at maturity, and results in "imputed interest" that must be reported annually for tax purposes, resulting in a tax liability even 
though interest was not received. Investors are urged to consult their tax advisors for more information. Government agency backing applies only to the face value of the CMO and not to any 
premium paid.

The information and opinions in Morgan Stanley Research were prepared or are disseminated by Morgan Stanley & Co. LLC and/or Morgan Stanley C.T.V.M. S.A. and/or Morgan Stanley México, 
Casa de Bolsa, S.A. de C.V. and/or Morgan Stanley Canada Limited and/or Morgan Stanley & Co. International plc and/or Morgan Stanley Europe S.E. and/or RMB Morgan Stanley Proprietary 
Limited and/or Morgan Stanley MUFG Securities Co., Ltd. and/or Morgan Stanley Capital Group Japan Co., Ltd. and/or Morgan Stanley Asia Limited and/or Morgan Stanley Asia (Singapore) 
Pte. (Registration number 199206298Z) and/or Morgan Stanley Asia (Singapore) Securities Pte Ltd (Registration number 200008434H), regulated by the Monetary Authority of Singapore 
(which accepts legal responsibility for its contents and should be contacted with respect to any matters arising from, or in connection with, Morgan Stanley Research) and/or Morgan Stanley 
Taiwan Limited and/or Morgan Stanley & Co International plc, Seoul Branch, and/or Morgan Stanley Australia Limited (A.B.N. 67 003 734 576, holder of Australian financial services license 
No. 233742, which accepts responsibility for its contents), and/or Morgan Stanley Wealth Management Australia Pty Ltd (A.B.N. 19 009 145 555, holder of Australian financial services license 
No. 240813, which accepts responsibility for its contents), and/or Morgan Stanley India Company Private Limited, regulated by the Securities and Exchange Board of India (“SEBI”) and holder 
of licenses as a Research Analyst  (SEBI Registration No. INH000001105), Stock Broker (BSE Registration No. INB011054237 and NSE Registration No. INB/INF231054231), Merchant Banker 
(SEBI Registration No. INM000011203), and depository participant with National Securities Depository Limited (SEBI Registration No. IN-DP-NSDL-372-2014) which accepts the responsibility 
for its contents and should be contacted with respect to any matters arising from, or in connection with, Morgan Stanley Research, and/or PT. Morgan Stanley Sekuritas Indonesia and their 
affiliates (collectively, "Morgan Stanley").

For important disclosures, stock price charts and equity rating histories regarding companies that are the subject of this report, please see the Morgan Stanley Research Disclosure Website 
at www.morganstanley.com/researchdisclosures, or contact your investment representative or Morgan Stanley Research at 1585 Broadway, (Attention: Research Management), New York, NY, 
10036 USA.

For valuation methodology and risks associated with any recommendation, rating or price target referenced in this research report, please contact the Client Support Team as follows: US/Canada 
+1 800 303-2495; Hong Kong +852 2848-5999; Latin America +1 718 754-5444 (U.S.); London +44 (0)20-7425-8169; Singapore +65 6834-6860; Sydney +61 (0)2-9770-1505; Tokyo +81 
(0)3-6836-9000.  Alternatively you may contact your investment representative or Morgan Stanley Research at 1585 Broadway, (Attention: Research Management), New York, NY 10036 USA.
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